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2PREFACE
The steady growth of Hong Kong economy is due to liberal
economic policies. The Government has not made any economic
planning. Its role has been to provide a stable and secure
framework within which commerce and industry can flourish with
maximum efficiency and minimum interference. Therefore, even
the public utility services arc provided largely by private
enterpprises. These companies, in response to the rapidly
growing demand for services in the post- war year, have expanded
rcatly. In recent ears, due to the increased operating costs,
some of theirs have faced the difficulty of maintaining their
profit level. Thus, they intend to raise their service charges.
The public, on the other hand, are dissatisfied with the services
supplied by some of the utility companies, and are especially
furious over a rate increase. To have a better understanding
of this matter, the level of rate of return of utility companies
will be the main scope of this study
The basic financial data used in this study were obtained
from the annual reports and accounts of each of the companies
prepared under currently accepted reporting standards. In
addition, a survey by using mail questionnaire (to utility
companies) and personal di scussion- with people involved in
utility industry (e::ecutives of the utility companies, members
of Transport Advisory Committee, etc.) were also made. It
should be pointed out that this paper is a proliininary study
of rate of return and rate structures of utility companies in
Hong Kong. No definite rate of return or rate structure is
recommended for eacha company since such a recommendation would
need a detailed case study.
3The writer is indebted to Mr. N.K. Wong of the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange for his valuable assistance in collecting
the necessary financial data for this paper. He would also
Like to express his gratitude to Mr. G.D. Eather, secretary
of the Transport Advisory Committee, for the infornation on
some public trasport companies, and to professor David H.
Li, Director of The Lingnan Institute of Business Aduinistration,
Dr. Kowie Chang and Professor H, Arthur Stciner for their
valuable comments on the first draft. He also extends thanks
to all persons who had shown admirable cooperation in
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Hong Kong is one of the very few countries which has
remained completely faithful to liberal economic policies
of free enterprise and free trade. At present, with the ex-
ception of the water works, the Hong Kong radio, the post office
and the railways, all other public utilities are private enter.
prises having exclusive franchise. All of them were established
before the World War II. In the postwar years, to meet the
growing demand for services, all these undertakings have expanded
greatly. Following the Government's policy of a low cost of
living, charges for services have been low to the public. Fortun-
ately, this did not cause much hardship to the companies in the
earlier years. Because the influx of population and the overall
economic expansion made a., tremendous increase in demand for services.
In recent years, several utility companies (particularly the bus
companies) have faced the difficulty in maintaining their profit
level.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OP PUBLIC UTILITIES
The term public utility is one of popular usage rather
than of precise definition, and writers are not uniform in
extending its scope to some types of regulated enterprises,
such as radio and television broadcasting: In general,
public utilities are defined as business affected with a
public interest. But not all the,businesses in this group
are public utilities. Some countries impose regulations on
insurance companies and employment agencies on a public-interest
basis, although these are not public public utilities. The following
1Pau1 J. Garfield and Wallace F. Lovejoy, Public Utilities
Economics (Englewood Cliffs N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964),
p.2
2pointsdistinguish public utilities from the other businesses
affected with a public interests2
(a) Freedom from business competition to a substantial
degree, and often they are pure monopolies
(b) Obligation to charge only reasonable rates that are
not unjustly discriminatory
(c) Permission to earn only reasonable profit
(d) Obligation to provide adequate .service to the entire
public - every financially responsible customer in their service
areas on demand.
In a more specific sense, a public utility can be defined
as am enterprise enjoying special grants of authority and-:.operating
under an obligation to serve all applicants without undue price
discrimination, Thus, unlike other business corporations, public
utility companies usually operate with government approval as
monophlies and supply a servicd which is indispensable to modern
living. These two charac#eristics make inevitable •a third dis-
tinguishing feature - controlled prices and profits. Because
of the absence of competitive market for public utilities, govern-
ment regulations are adopted as a substitute for competition in
the market for their-services. The essential purpose of such
regulations is to achieve the resultsoaf competition in the
form of reasonable prices, or rates, and reasonable profits
and to assure adequate service auaiity.
A GENERAL VIEW OF
PUBLIC UTILITIES IN HONG KONG
In Hong Kong, the privately'. conducted public utilities
2
Paul J. Garfield and Wallace P. Lovejoy, Public
Utilities Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. s Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1964) p• 2
3provide electricity, gas, telephone, and public transport services.
A total of ten utility companies which will be studied in this
paper are listed in the followings
China Light Power Company, Limited
The Hong Kong Electric Company, Limited
The Hongkong China Gas Company, Limited
Hong Kong Telephone Company, Limited
Kowloon Motor Bus Company, Limited
China Motor Bus Company, Limited
Hong Kong Tramways Limited
Peak Tramways Company, Limited
Star Ferry Company, Limited
Hongkong Yaumati Ferry Company, Limited
Hong Kong has no natural resources which can be used for
the production of power. Electricity and gas have to be generated
from imported fuels. Electricity is not cheap by the standards--
of countries which have abundant natural resources for its pro_
duction. Electricity is extensively used by commercial firms,
factories, and all classes of the population, and also for
street lighting. The Hong Kong Electric company supplies
electricity to the Hong Kong Island, * and the China Light
Power Company supplies to Kowloon, New Territories, and some
of the islands, while another small company supplies electricity
to the island of Cheung Chau. The Hongkong China Gas Company
supplies gas to domestic, commercial,,and industrial consumers on
both sides of the harbour. Gas is available in all urban areas
on the Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon peninsula as well as
in districts adjacent thereto. Technical advice on the commer.
cial and industrial uses of gas is freely available.
The telephone service throughout the Colony is provided
by the Hong Kong Telephone Company. In addition to its internal
services, the company, in collaboration with Cable and Wireless
4Limited which is a British firm, provides service to most countries
as well as. to ships moored in the harbour and to ships at sea.
The telephone system, which is fully automatic, comprises some
426,000 stations, but demand for lines continues to be greater
than supply in recent years.
There are six public transport companies. On the Hong Kong
Island two public transport companies, China Motor Bus and Hong
Kong Tramways, have exclusive franchises to operate bus and tram
services. In addition, there is an unusual utility which is the
funicular service maintained by the Peak Tramways , Company between
the lower levels of Hong Kong and Victoria Gap, 1,350 feet above
sea level. Apart from functioning as a local line for residents:
on the Peak, it is deservedly popular with tourists. In Kowloon
and the New Territories, Kowloon Motor Bus Company has the exclu-
sive bus franchise, and in 1968 it operates a total of 65 routes
by using 1,050 vehicles. Star Ferry and Hong Kong Yaumati Ferry
have monopolies to operate services on specified routes across
the harbour. Other minor cross-harbour services operate under
licence. In 1968,.1,200 million people travelled on all public
transport utilities.
To improve the utility services, various advisory committees
were formed by the Government. The Transport Advisory Committee
was formed in 1965 to advise the*Governor on all aspects of
transport and traffic policy. As the statutory authority, the
Commissioner for Transport, a Committee member, is also res-
ponsible for regulating public transport services. The Advisory
Committee on Telephone Services reviews the operation, improve.
ment and expa^nsion of telephone services, examine complaints and
suggestion from the public and reports to the Government.
THE GROWTH OF PUBLIC
UTILITIES IN THE- HONG KONG ECONOMY
The public utility companies which provide electricity.
5gas, telephone, bus and ferry services grew rapidly after 1953.
Chart I shows the behavior of public utility indices between 1953
and 1968. All of these indices are based on 1953 figures taken
as 100 as that year can be regarded as a typical year in Hong
Kong industrial development. The graph indicates that the
growth rate of each utility service in Hong Kong was steady up
to 1966. The year of 1967 was considered as abnormal for the
outbreak of civil disturbances on mid-May.
Electricity aid Gas Sales. Among all public utility services
in Hong Kong, the growth rate of the electricity companies
are the most steady through the whole period between 1953 and
1968. As noted in Table 1, the charges for electricity between
1946 and 1968 fell by more than 50 per cent. The accompanying
rapid increase in electricity consumption would suggest that
the elasticity of demand. for electricity was high and that lower-
ing price of the two electricity companies even made larger
amount of profit possible.
To finance the expansion needed for increased demands of
electricity, China Light together with an international oil
company, Standard Oil Company of New Jersey (Esso) formed the
Peninsula Electric Power Company (PEPCO) in 1964 as a joint .
venture which was very successful. Esso has 60 per cent equity
interest in PEPCO China Light has 40 per cent. PEPCO is operated
and managed by China Light. The fuel oil needed is supplied by Esso
and the entire output of PEPCO is purchased by the company.
From 1953 to 1968, the sales of electricity by China Light
increased from 231 million Kwh to 2-,35.5 million Kwh as shown in
Table 2. The Company expects continuing increases in the order
of 15-20% per annum until 1980. This growth stems from modernization
in the industrial sector and the use of air-conditioners, tele-
vision sets, refrigerators, etc., in the private sector.
61,000 Chart I
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7TABLE 1
ELECTRICITY CHARGES f 1941, 1946f 1958, AND 1968
(Hong Kong Cents per Kwh)
1941a 1946a 1958b 1968
Hong Kong Electric Co.
Lighting 16.0 48 .0 15.4-28.0 15.4-28.0
Power 16.5 11.4-12.05.5 11.4-12.0
China Light Power Co.
Kowloon:
Lighting 18.0 29*071.28 27.0'
Power 27,7.27,0 14.o 13.6





In early 1968, there was a substantial reduction in
lighting charges. This basic rate of 27.0 cents should less a
rebate of 1.6 cents.
Sourcess aEdward Szczepanik, The Economic Growth of Hong Kong (Lond. s
Oxford University Press, 1958), p• 169,
bElectricity Supply Companies Commission Re-port 1959 (Hong
Kongs The Government Press, 1959), PP- 47-48
cHonig Kon Annual Report 1968 (Hong Kong: The Government
Press, 1969). pp• 175-76•
8The activities of Hong Kong Electric Company are comparable
to those of China Light and Power Company. Its sales of electri-
city increased more than five times for the period 1953-1968 as
shown in Table 2. The favorable aspect of this rapid growth is
that the Company is-now enjoying economies of scale. In spite
of the increased cost of fuel oil, the devaluation of both the
pound sterling and the Hong Kong dollar, the increased basic
pay (122-) for employees in 1967, and the improvements intro-
duced into'the Retirement Scheme, the-average price of a unit of
electricity dropped by 0.9 cent during the same period, still,
the net profit of the company increased steadily.
The Hongkong and China Gas is the only gas company in the
Colony, but it faces keen competition from electricity and bottled
gas-:11 (liquified petroleum gas). The ]latter is supplied by oil
companies, such as Shell, Mobil, Gulf, Caltex and Esso. The Hong
Kong and China Gas also sells bottled gas, but this is a minor
activity. The major demand for gas is from residential consumers.
Table 3 shows, for the period 1953-1968, the growth of ga sales
which is much slower in contrast with that of electricity sales. It
increased only about three times. At the end of 1967, the company
had productive capacity of 8.5 million cubic feet per day, but
its storage capacity is limited. It cannot produce too far ahead
of anticipated peak demands. In recent years, the improvement
in gas sales, the company believes, was in part due to the policy
of providing free installation up. to the meter point and in part
due to the creation of product image by heavy sales promotion..
The Growth of Telephone Services. The Telephone services grew
tremendously during the past. sixteen years. The exchange capacity
has been increased by more than thirteen times since 1953 as
shown in Table 4. A greater number of telephone communications
between business companies in the postwar economic expansion
may be one of the reasons explaining it. And the increasing
population an average increase of 5 per cent annually (nr
9"ETABL 2
GROWTH IN SALES OF ELECTRICITY BY
COMPANIES q FISCAL YEARS 153 TO 1968
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4251962 5 18 26o 982
19E3 296 1' 161578 503
6471964 1,345332 584
1965 1,614 69730 374
8161966 418 1,830 792
890 456 2,0911 967 905
9091968 2355 1,01998k
Source: Annu-a? Reports and Accounts of the Companies, 1953-1968A
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TABLE 3
GROWTH TN SALES OF GAS BY HONG KONG





















Source: Hong Kong Government Gazette, Supplement No. 1+ and




GROWTH IN TELEPHONE EXCHANGE CAPACITY
1954-1968




1 wi4 k,67o 105 4* 6
l q99 4-59710 132 26 ,1
1956 141 10.746 ,730
3x011957 19564 ,530
1958 66,.53o 201 3.1
1959 82,730 250 2 +.3
1960 3? , 480 264 9e7
1961 103,790 18.c313
1962 123,81+0 19.137k
1963 144,o4o 16.343 5
196 192,660 581 3e8
1965 244,860 2?01739
1966 284,420 858 16.2
1967 1,0373L.3,600 20.8
1968 445,200 1,343 2906
Source: Information supplied by the Hong Kong Telephone
Company, Limited.
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a detail see Appendix I) - was another element to accelerate
the growth. Though the. exchange line rentals have been increased
from $300 to $350 in 1964: for business, and from $225 to $235
at the s.aene time for residential these did not affect the increa-
sing demand of telephone service because telephone is the major
tool for social and business communication.
At the end of 1968, the Company had 426,540 telephone stations
in use, which was an increase of 165,064 if compared with that of
19654 This capacity gives a density of approximately y 11 telephones
per 100 population in Hong Kong. But the present service supplied
by the Company is by no mean adequate at a whole, especially
to the residential users. At the beginning of 1966 a total of
7,922 applications made during 1964 and prior year was still
outstanding this clearly shows that the companyt s capacity is
still not able to bring this portion more up to date. This is
partly because of the increasing number of new applications in
'recent years, and partly because of the inadequate planning for
expansion in the earlier years. Chart II shows the index of
new applications with 1954 used as the base year. The total
number of new applications in 1954 was only about 7,550, but
the number increased by more than eight times to 62,144 in
1966.5 This phenomenon can be
explained by the growth of
middle--income class of Hong Kong population. Most people in
middle and upper income groups like to have a telephone at home
because they consider it representing social
3Annual Report and Accounts, Hong Kong Telephone Co.,Ltd.,4l964.
Annual Report and Accounts, Hong Kong Telephone Co. ,
Ltd., 51968.
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Source: Annu3_1 Renort and, Account Nonce Y\-,nn' Telephone ('^mra nv , 1,i_.mited. 1955-1967.
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Scheduled Public Transport Utilities. Scheduled public tran-
sport services are provided by seven separate undertakings, all
of which are private enterprises except the Government-owned
railways in Kowloon peninsula. The proportion of total passenger
movements served by each undertaking as well as the increases
in patronage since 1954 are shown in' Table 5. No doubt the
number of private cars has increased rapidly in recent years,
but public transport continues to be the dominant means of
personal travel. Over 3.3 million public transport rides are
made each day.6 These services are indispensable to Hong Kong
people. As growing population and business activities generate
more passenger movements, it is foreseable that the future demand
for public transport services may continue to increase.
The per cent increase by companies, as shown in Table 5,
have been consistent from year to year, the only exception being
tram passengers, which have decreased by about 50 (see Table 6)
from their 1963 peak year. Kowloon Motor Bus Company's passengers
have increased 216 per cent since 1954, and now account for over
half of the total public transport riders. China Motor Bus Com-
pany has displaced the Hong Kong Tramways Company as the largest
public transport company on Hong Kong Island in 1966. The ferries
carry a smaller proportion of the total passengers.
On surface public transport systems, the companies are
relatively more labour-intensive. As manpower is the largest
item of operating cost, wage and salary increases would constitute
a large portion of cost increase. `fable 7 shows the number of
public transport employees by undertakings, of which we can see
b
Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates, Hong, ong








Number NumberPercentage Percentage Companies
of Totalof Total('000) ('000) (1954-66)
Kowloon Motor Bus Co., Ltd. 203,246 216643.12039.4 51.9
China Motor Bus Co., Ltd. 186,561 15.0 23310.855,950
Hon,q Kong Tramways Co., Ltd. l41, 613 27.4 181.589 14.7 28
Hong kong & Yaumati Ferry Co., Ltd. 14.7 161.074 11275,897 13.0
Star Ferry Co., Ltd. 6.7 56, 332 4.5 634,500
Kowloon-Canton Railway 0.7 8,733 0.7 1603,364
Peak Tramways Co., Ltd. 1,890 0,3 2,174 0.2 15
Total
10Oen 1.239.583 100.0 140516,460
Notes:
The figures for 1967 are abnormal since the outbreak of civil disturbances, and that of for
1968 not vet available.
Source: Official reports to Commissioner for Trans-port of the Honm Kon Government.
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TABLE 6
PASSENGEPS SERVED BY BUSES AND TRAMS, 1953-68
H.K.Tramways Co China Motor. Bus Co. Kowloon Motor Bus Co,,Year
TndexNQ. of Noe of Index No. of. Index
Passengers Passengers Passengers(1953= (1953=(1953=
(Million) 100) (Million) l00) (Million) 100)
1953 137.0 49.7100 100 168,7 100
1954 142.0 104 47.7 172.5 10296
1955 146.0 107 64.5 130 200.0 119
1956 158.0 115 67.o 135 240,0 142
1997 167.0 122 14371.0 277.0 164
1958 173.5 79.0127 289.0 171159
1959 172.8 126 87.2 175 322.1 191
1960 175.1 128 106.3 214 780.7 226
1961 180.6 132 120.1 242 435.5 258
1962 109.0 138 134.2 270 481.6 285
1963 190.9 305139 143.0 288 515.2
1964 182.5 133 158.2 324546.6318
1965 181.8 169.3133 340 352593,2
1966 18l.6 133 186,6 643.1375 381
515.51967 154.1 112 169.2 306 340
1968 158.0 115 201.1 405 610.8 362
Source: Hong Kong Annual Reoorts 1968 , and information provided. by
the companies
17
Kowloon Motor Bus Company as the largest employer. Its employees
constitute more than one half of the total public transport empL.,ay-
ees. Therefore a small increase in wage rage wogld constitute
significant effect on the level of rate of return to the company.
T ABLE 7
NUMBER OF E IvTLOYEES BY UNDERTAKINGS, 1965
Kowloon Motor Bus Co., Ltd. 7,184
China Motor Bus Co., Ltd. 1,946
Hong Kong Tramway Coo, Ltd. 1,671
Peak Tramway Co., Ltd. 57
Star Ferry Co., Ltd. 563
Hong Kong Yaumati Ferry Co. , Ltd. 1,742
Source: Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Sridth, and Associates,
Hong Kon Liass Trans ort Study (Hong Kong: The
Government Press, 1967 , p.90
As :shown in Chart I and Table 5, the relative importance
of ferry services between harbour has declined since 1953.
The number of passingers carried by the ferries has increased
much slower than that of by the buses. It suggests that Kowloon
has become a social entity separated from the Hong Kong Island
gradually. The rapid development of Kowloon peninsula in
recent years has made its present population double that of
the Island.?
7
Commissioner for Census and Statistics, Re ort of the B




OVER PUBLIC UTILITIES IN HONG KONG
Electricity has been supplied since 1889 in the Hong Kong
Island, when Hong Kong Electric Company was incorporated. The
China Light and Puwer Company has supplied electricity to Kowloon
and the New Territories since 1909. No control was imposed over
these two companies in the earlier years as Government thought
it was not necessary.
In 1959, as these two companies grew rapidly, the Government
appointed a Commission of Inquiry to investigate the desirability
of imposing control over them. The view of nationalization recom-
mended by the Commission was rejected by the Government in time,
however, a scheme of control within.the framework of private owner-
ship was evolved and approved in 1964. This Scheme of Control
limits the return to China Light Power Company and Peninsula
Electric Power Company to 13.5 per cent of the combined average
net fixed assets of the two companies'per annum. Excess earnings
will be retained for development and for reductions in rates
charged to consuiers. At the same time there is also a certain
limitation on thproportion of earnings to be paid out as divid-
ends. However, this control did not include the Hong Kong Electric
company. The Government recognizes that the. Company's present
charges produce a level of profit which represents a reasonable
return on capital employed (equivalent to 13.5 per cent)*
19
With the single exception of the gas company which is,ttill
free from any control by the Government, the general pattern of
control over other utilities is by way of general ordinance br
license conferring exclusive rights to perform a service. In
consideration for such a grant, a royalty is demanded of the
company concerned, calculated usually as a percentage of net
profits except the Kowloon Motor Bus Company which is based on
gross fare revenue.
The ordinance usually laid upon the public utility company
an obligation to provide an efficient and adequate service. In
the cases of motor bus and ferry companies, the schedule of
services is subject to approval of the Governor in Council.
Fares and charges made for the services provided are also subject
to approval by the Governor in Council, with a variety of provi-
sions for revision in thellight of the .°1remunerativeness of the
business. If, by reason of a material change of economic or
financial conditions, the fares and charges are ho longer remuner-
ative, the Governor in Council is authorized to fix them on a level
that is considered fair and reasonable both to the company and
the general public. The Governor in Council i also authorized
to vary the rate of royalty in lieu of varying fares and charges.
Furthermore, there are usually provisions for compulsory
purchase of public uti4l. undertakings in certain circumstances,
for example, non-fulfilment of obligations or expiry of the
concession. In the 1951 Telephone Ordinance, there was provision
for control over the issuance of capital stocks, but such pro-
vision was deleted in 1955 as the company has to expand greatly
to meet the tremendous demand for telephone line. And in 1964
20
the company agreed with Government to set the target return of
9 per cent on total capital invested.as adequate. Two years later,
a, profit before tax and royalty at 16 per cent for Star Ferry Com-
pany was recommended by Transport Advisory Committee and approved
by Government.
PUBLIC UTILITY STOCKS IN HONG KONG STOCK MARKET
All privately conducted public utilities in Hong Kong are
organized as public corporations. Their shares are listed in
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The corporate form is well adapted
to public utilities because they involve the large-scale. use
of capital. In addition, the quest for efficiency in production
has brought on the technological changes, and these in term have
increased the importance of the capital factor in the organiz-ation.
It is a•.well-known fact that only public corporation can cope with
the magnitude of the financial problem...
Among the ten public utility companies,8 the shares of
Kowloon Motor Bus and China Motor Bus companies were not listed
in the Stock Exchange until 1961 and 1962 respectively. The
shares of the gas company were also not quoted until 1960. With
these exceptions, all other public.utility undertakings have their
shares quoted on the Stock Exchange since 1958. The two motor bus
companies were in private hands of a few founders before they were
listed. The Kowloon Motor Bus was granted a renewal of its fran-
chise by Government on condition that it applied for a public list-
ing of its shares.9 It did in 1961, when 25 per cent of its shares
The Macao Electric Lighting Co., Ltd. also has '
its shares
listed in Hong Kong Stock Exchange, since its operations are carried
out in Macao, the writer decided not to include it in this thesis.
9Publio Transport Services (Kowloon and New Territories
Ordinance, 1960, See, 10 (15th February, 1960
21
were offered to the public at $58 with dividend of $3 paid soon
after. The China Motor Bus was under the same condition to make
its shares listed.... In 1962., 25 per cent of its shares were :offered
to the public at $61, and paid a dividend of 33.2 in the same year.
The shares of the gas company, which were Voted in London before
1955, were owned by a large local holding company until listed.
The shares of public utility companies have contributed
greatly to the volume of stock transactions in the postwar period..
Table 8 shows the total capit.6.1 and new capital. issues ih the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange for the period 1958-1967. The capital
stocks of all public utility companies listed were about one third
of that of total companies listed,10 and the position remained
almost stable from 1963 to 19670 ,,1y '8-1967, the new capital
issued by public utility companies was about 36 per cent of the
new capital issued by total listed companies. Furthermore, the
average inere a in capital foi .fisted public utility companies
was 13.4 per cent annually, while the average increase for total
listed companies was only 12.4 per cent during the same period.
Based on the above facts, it is reasonable to conclude that
public utilities have had no difficulties in attracting the re-
quisite equity capital. But the actual situation is not so attract-
ive since several public utility companies financed their expansion
by capitalizing retained profit through bonus shares issued to
shareholders. In the Hong Kong system, bond financing is not
popular there are few companies using bonds as part of their
capital component because it is difficult to market bonds in Hong
Kong. Among the public utility companies, the Hong Kong China
Gas is the only-one using 4 per cent Mortgage bonds financing,
but, in 1967, the company had an amount of $112::, 000 only, about
0.7 per cent of stock capital. Preferred stocks are not nouvl A_r
There were 68 companies quoted in 1967, but six of them the
financial data are not available, which includes Shanghai Hongkew
Wha±f, Shanghai Dockyards, Shanghai Land, Shanghai Gas, Sincere,
and Sun Co. There were 11 public utility companies quoted, includ-
ing Macao Electric, in the same year.
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TABLE 8
TOTAL CAPITAL AND NEW CAPITAL ISSTJES IN HONG KONG STOCK MARKET, 1q58 TO 1967
(Money Amounts in Thousands of Hong Kong Dollars
Item 1958 1959 19611960 1963 19651 962 1966 19671 964
Total Capital Stocks
Total listed Comnan_es 666t9i8 813,o4 Q3O.629 1 . o 5 i .980 1.22.241569,683 741,276' 1.67k,312 i-r)Q4-A?r-,I 77 516,
Public utilities 181.44? 266,647 .328 67k 48,r) _on3no,g4q 51,788 394,190 931,3+0 536,605
Per cent public utilities
'+0.6in total listed companies 1. `o s 40.4 2 e 136.2 330k 3?_.0 X1.7 31.7
New Capital Stocks
Total listed companies 19 ?_ S-2 1r,7 ) P,74,35833,755 97,235 1 2 1 - 3 5 9 e 5-71176? 1 75, 261, 9 5F 20, 56L
Public utilities 2O_24? 85, 200 27,725 4,5,3Q08 iL 91,85034,302 191000 42,402 5,265
Per cent public utilities
in total listed cornna.nie= 6o.o 87.6 li6.1 38.6 6.o, 12.k 24o2 28.83107 5.6
Total listed. companies
annual increase (°%) 6.3 1'7.1 11 01 14.5 13.O9.7 2-. 616.7 lo.1+ 1.2
Public utilities, annual
i nnrPagP (°,,) 12.6 47.o 12. 2.5 .g.2 12.1 233 1.09.3
Total listed companies, 10-year average increase 12.4%.
Public utilities, 10-year average increase 13.4%.
,o„rces xnnva He- and Accounts of all listed com anies, supplemented her Year Bunks of the C ,_.._ Ion,, on_ St Lock T-xchancr
Limited, 1957-67
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in Hong Kong, the Hongkong Yaumati Ferryt s $75,000 preferential
stocks are the red point of all public utility companies. It
is common knowledge that,-'under the present inflationary demand of
different public utility services, some of the companies need
additional capital for expansion. This fund can be attracted from
the market only when the company can provide a fair return to the
shareholders. On the other hand, if the return to public utility
company is unreasonably high, the charges to generate such a re-
turn would add some unnecessary burden to the service users. In
this regard, it is clear that a proper balancing of the interest
between the utility companies and the service users should be
made in deriving a reasonable rate of return.
THE PROBLEM
From time to time, we have noted certain correspondence
in the newspapers which would appear to indicate some measure
of public dissatisfaction at the extent to which certain public
utilities have failed in meeting the demands made upon them.
The inadequacy and low standard of services offered have been
criticised for many years, and yet some of the companies remain
unimproved. why? Is. it inadequate planning? Is it inadequate
supervision by Government?
Ten years ago, Mr. L. Kadoorie made his final address to
the Electricity Supply Companies Commission, in which he said:
t'..* to make comparisons (with China Light's services), some of
which may be odious. ...Inadequate telephones, inadequate buses,
inadequate piers, inadequate ferry services including vehicular
ferries and those to the outlying areas of the New Territories.
...'Why? Because of lack of foresight and delays in implementa-
tion ..'.10 These inadequacies are by no mean resolved to-de-v.
11
Combined Report 1957 to 1963 (Hong KongsChina Light
Power Company, Limited, 1963), p.16.
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"There are basic anomalies lying at the root of the problem,
dominated by the failure of the transport companies to match the
growth of the population with a corresponding growth in their
fleets* 012 mat are the basic anomalies which cause inadequate
services?
Fisrthermore, people suspect the reasonableness of transport
fares and the rate of return to each of the public transport
companies. They fear that the companies might request to in-
creas_e their fares even though they already have a_ high rate
of return. Thus, the Hong Kong Reform Club suggested that°'a
commission of enquiry conducted in public be appointed to enquire
and make recommendations on transport fares generally instead
of leaving the public be hearted of various transport companies
to increase their fares.13
The 1969 single-meter tariff introduced by Hongkong Electric
Company has brought much dispute. Many people insisted that, to
stimulate industrial development and to improve the general
standard of living, many countries introduced a number of measures
to encourage power consumption, with a specifically lower tariff
rate as an incentive. It was suggested that a commission should
be formed to review the new tariff.14
These are only some measure of the public dissatisfaction
at the service of most public utility companies:' and which encourage
that some evaluation of their rates of return would be necessary.
12
Second Ten Years Anniversary Re ort 1259-1268, (H.K.:
Hong Kong Reform Club,,1969 , p.18.
131bid., p 20.
14South China Morning Post (Hong Kong), March 28, 1969.
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OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The study is a preliminary evaluation of the reasonableness
of rates of return and rates structures of the privately conducted
public utility companies in Hong Kong. Because of the diversity
in nature of different utilities, the writer does not make a
detailed study in all aspects of each utility company - though
he has tried to know as much as possible within time allowed.
Most of the data are based upon financial statements prepared
under currently accepted reporting standards, and supplemented
with information supplied by the companies.
Since it is a preliminary study, the evaluation would be
general. In measuring the reasonableness of rate of return for
each company, comparisons have been made with the company's pro-
fits in the past, the. profits arising under other utility-compan-
ies, and the reasonable profit expected by commercial companies
in Hong Kong. The writer has no intention to recommend definite
rate of return or rate structures for each company. Instead, he
intends to measure the reasonableness of present return rates
and the fairness of. present rate structures. :From the light
of such evaluation, he makes some feasible suggestions for im-
provement.
In this thesis, fairness and reasonableness are often used
as interchangeable terms. What "fairness" means when used in
the context of the rate of return for utility undertakings is
not an easy question to answer. We can go a certain distance
toward an answer by defining that the fair rate of return means
a proper balancing of the relative claims of the interested
parties when these parties are viewed, not as mere economic
agents or factors of production, but as human beings, entitled
to respect for their own interests."15 The author considers that any
attempt to get much further with this mixed problem of semantics,
social psychology and ethics would. go quite beyond the scope of
this thesis,
15James C. Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility Rates
.(N. Y. : Columbia University Press, 1966), p. 126.
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CHAPTER II
DIVIDEND POLICY AND STOCK PRICE REFLECTION
In Hong Kong, with the exception of China Light, public
utility companies are free to retain their earnings or pay them
out to their stockholders. How this decision is made depend
upon many variables, two of which are the nature of stockholders
and the future need of new capital for expansion. Since utility
undertakings in Hong Kong are found from private sources, addition-
al fund will not be forthcoming unless some reasonable profit is
paid to investors as a reward. This chapter will present a brief
discussion about the Hong Kong stock market as a place to generate
additional capital for utility service expansion. In addition,
the dividend p-olicy of the utility companies will be evaluated,
and a study of their stock prices reflection will also be included.
THE HONG KONG STOCK MARKET
Most Hong Kong firms, both commercial and industrial, are
closely held family-type business in the form of partnership or
private company. Before 1962, even the bus utility undertakings
were private companies. In addition, the business that is in-
corporated or controlled from abroad also formed an important
part of the business society. The form of public company has
not been common in Hong Kong. Thus, the stock market is relat-
ively small if compared with that of other fihancial centres in
the world.
GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE MARKET
The number of-securities quoted on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchaige fluctuates between seventy and eighty issues, but
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day-to-day transactions are confined mainly to about thirty-five
securities, of which eight are common stocks of public utility
companies.
The financing of listed companies is reflected in the Stock
Exchange dealings which is shown in Chart III (For a detail see
Appendix III). A major boom prevailed in the market during
1960-1961, when the hope of peaceful times and the rapid indus-
trial development brought a massive influx of foreign capital
into Hong Kong and share prices went up under speculative influen-
ces. At the same time, the local investors also participated in
stock price speculation. Therefore, the volume of stock tran-
sactions reached the highest post-war peak. Thereafter, the
business declined by the influence of several distinct factors:
the build-up-of Vietnam War, the uncertainty of Hong Kong water
supply, the over-speculation of some banks which led to the bank-
ing crisis in 1965, and the outbreak of civil disturbance in 1967.
Though there was a minor loom in 1964 due to the solution of water
supply problem, the price trend went down as soon as the outbreak
of banking crisis.
In early 1967, the situation had been improved, but soon
the civil disturbances broke out. The disturbance brought the
stock price to one of the lowest points since 1961. Until early
1968, a new boom began, starting from March 31 of the year when
the United States made an announcement of bombing pause and called
for negotiations to end the Vietnam Warms. This factor, together
with the rdstoration of confidence in Hong Kong after the dis-
turbances, built up the general hope of peaceful times which
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The attendgnt circumstances of present boom closely resemble
those of the great boom in 1961. On both occasions, it was the
hope of peaceful times which brought an influx of money to the
stock market. Though 1961 saw a spectacular boom in real estate
which may not be repeated in the present boom, but less money
going into real estate would mean more going into the stock market.
This tendency has been reflected in. the share prices which are
generally much higher than. those of in 1961.1
As shown in Chart IV9 the Far Eastern Economic Review share
index rose from 77.4 on March 21, 1968, a weekefore the announce-
ment of the call for negotiations on Vietnam War, to around 100
in late July, to 120 in late October and to 143 *in l ate January
1969. The weekly volume of share transactions over the same in-
tervals rose from just under $5 million to $21 million and then
to $43 million and $58 million. These records no doubt create
euphoria and confidence for foreign investors to invest in Hong
Kong.
LOCAL INVESTMENT ATMOSPHERE
During the period of 1948-1957, the amual (dividend) yield
from local shares varied from 6 to 8 per cent when the political
situation was regarded as secure, and from 10 to 20 per cent when
rumours spread that the future of Hong Kong was threatened. Thus
the market acts as a political barometer for the Far East.t'2 For
the period 1958-1967, the stock price was relatively more stable
than before 1958. The average annual dividend yield for local
shares varied from 5 to 8 per cent. For the years 1960-1961
1
Editorial, The Colonel's Baby, Far Eastern Economic
Review, Feb. 27, 1969, p. 379•
2
Edward Saczepanik, The Economic Growth of Hong Kong (London:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1958), p.22.
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CHART IV
INDICES OF SHARE PRICES ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE
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which can be regarded as secure, such yield varied fr6m 3 to 7
per cent but for the years 1966-1967, even the outbreak of civil
disuurbances, the. yield remained a range from 6-Ito 12 per cent. 3
Eloney invested in local shares is not necessarily from local
savings. Flight capital from Southeast Asia finds its ways to
Hong Kong in the knowledge that it is free from exchange control
and relatively high return in investment. When much of the flight
capital goes into the local share market, the stock pricd begins
to rise slowly. At this time, the local investors joint the
buyer side and accelerate the price rising. The boom becomes
faster. In other words, the foreign investors usually are the
leaders responsible for price rises _and local investors are the
followers.
A survey made by the American Consulate-General indicated
a total private American investment in Hong Kong of. USS134 million
in 1967. A further US$26 million was received in 1968, and US29
million was expected in 1969 and later,4 This statistic is an
example to indicate theconfidence of foreign investors on the
expected high profit of runnimg business in Hong Kong. Many
large foreign corporations made their business expansion plannings
for twenty years ahead, and most local manufacturers also have
their long-term plann±ngi 5
The annualcLdividend yield percentages are derived from an
examination of the thirty-five actove common stocks listed in
the stock exchange for the period 1958-1967.
4P.H.M. Jones, Boom, Boom, Boom, Far Eastern Economic Review
Dec. 21, 1968, P. 706.
5A survey made by the Federation of Hong Kong Industries on
local manufacturers and a handful interview with senior staff, of
foreign corporations including foreign oil companies in Hong Kong.
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The corporations in need (of additional funds should take
the advantage of present booms In June 1961, the 723,000 Jardine
shares offered to the general public were oversubscribed by 56
times, attracting funds to a total of $648 million, and the Kowloon
Motor Bus issue was oversubscribed 5.5 times. In December 1968,
the International Pacific Securities offer of 1.5 million shares
at $5 was nearly three times oversubscribed.6 To take the advant-
age of the boom to generate funds for the cross-harbour tunnel,
Hutchison International is planning an issue of 512,000 cumulative,
convertible, redeemable, preference shares of $,$100, to bear dividend
rate at 10 per cent. The management of the company have great
confidence on this issue. If it is successful, it may be worth-
while for other companies to follow provided they need additional
capital for expansion.
Ten years ago, the Directors of China Light Power Company
asserted that outside finance to the extent required by them
was not available because of the small size of local stock market
and the sensitiveness of the flight capital in Hong Kong. This
may be true since China Light needed $415 million for a great
five-year expansion of its business at that time. For a public
transport company to supply adequate service would require much
smaller amount of money, for example, about $50 million for 465
new buses in the case of Kowloon Motor Bus Company. There is
no conclusive reason that such amount of money cannot be raised
from the stock market.
Critics of the stock exchange often complain that the price
fluctuations of individual shares do not necessarily reflect the
efficiency or profitability of a firm's main operations. It is
probably true that relatively fewer Hong Kong shares are held
6
Information supplied by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, ±td.
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for long-term investment, and during the dismal years prices were
below what was justified by the companies' performance. But the
prices were consistent among individual shares. Sometimes even
in good year, the price may not directly reflect the profitability
as it may be affected by the practice of issuing bonus shares. 7
The price may rise quickly when people are expecting the bonus
issue and drop as soon as such issue has beenannounced
DIVIDEND POLICY UTILITY C0MPANIES
A public utility company in a growth economy must have a
plan for obtaining funds to expand its business, as well as a
plan for the proper use of the money available. These plans
represent its financial policy. One of the elements in-financial
policy is the policy for payment of dividends on common stock.
The usual possible policies are s
payment of regular cash dividend
payment of regular and extra cash dividend
payment of irregular cash dividends;
payment of regular cash dividends plus stock dividends.
The aim of a corporation, particularly a public utility
company, should be the declafation of dividends on common stock
at a fairly stable rate from year to year. Since gradual inflation
has been true in Hong Kong,8 the small stockholders have the right
to expect that theri income also will increase gradually in order
The practice of issuing bonus shares in Hong kong is the
practice of issuing irregular stock dividend in other countries
(see infra., p 45).
8
According to Cost of Livin Survey,1958-1963/64.(H.K.:
The Government Printing ffice 1965),p.4 The Consumer Price
Index, taken 1958 as 100- for 1963-64 at average is 113.7. It
is believed that index would be .much higher after the devaluation
of both sterling and Hong Kong dollar.
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to maintain their standard of living. Thus a stable dividend
policy does not mean an inflexible policy, but one that involves
the payment of a fair return, taking into consideration the stock
market factors, the gradual growth of the business, and the
gradual evolution of external events.9
GENERAL TENDENCY OF DIVIDEND POLICY
Table 9 and Chart V point out the general tendency of divi-
dend payment lagging behind earnings. Such tendency is great in
commercial and industrial firms, but it is smaller in utility com-
panies. Two factors, reluctance to change and uncertainty to
maintain the present level of profit, cause a majority of indust-
rial and commercial firms to lag. But the payout percentage does
go up and down from year to year, the tendency to stabilize the
dividends per share by varying the payout ratio is obvious in
these statistics.
In Hong Kong, the bonus share issue is another factor
which causes dividends to lag behind earnings. Many corporations
hold dividends constant to the previous year by lowering the payout
ratio when they have earned a larger profit. When the retained
earnings become considerably large, a bonus issue will be declared
to capitalize part of them as permanent capital. This practice
has also been followed by several utility companies, which the
writer finds it difficult to support. The fact is that such
companies have been able to maintain earnings at a high rate in
relation to issued capital and to pay davidend per share on the
new total share capital at or near to the rate of dividend paid
for the share capital before such bonus issue (see Table 10)
9Charles . Gerstenberg, Financial Organization and Manage
vent of Business, (N.J.s Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), pp. 408-409.
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TABLE 9
EARNINGS PER SHARE, DIVIDENDS PER SHARE, AND PAYOUT RATIO-
FOR 30 INDUSTRIAL COMMON STOCKS
AND 10 UTILITY COMMON STOCKS IN HONG KONG
(Mone,r Amounts in Hong Kong Dollars)
Industrials Utilities
Year
Earnings Dividend Percent Earnings Dividend Percent
1958 2097 63035.20 2.105701 3x32
,5.k81 959 3 0.09 2®193.06 55.8 70o9
1960 x.31 44o270Lf9 2*27f 3eO3 7kQ9
1961 7609 T7 O O 61x83933 29'123o43
30271962 6020 J 6071o9L52o7 3000
1963 6.27 6ooo 62,o53076 2,073.31
196L Lf0117a51 202k5107 3*10 7203
1965 4oi97.37 2e86 1085 6'Q?5609
i 66 k.33?A75. 5509 2.6o 1 063 62.7
1967 4.9o 63.17076 2055 1 065 6407
Notes:
The earnings per share and the dividend per share as shown are
the average figures of the number of firms indicated. The earnings per
share of each. company in each year is derived from the profit for the
year divided by the total number of shares issued in that year. The
dividends per share of each cornrany in each year is the actual dividend.
per share announced in the year. Such earnings per share and dividend,
per share are adjusted for all bonus shares issued by each company, if
any, during the period 1958-1967-
Source: Annual Reports and Accounts of the companies, 1958-1967,
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CHART V
DIVIDENDS PER SHARE COMPARED WITH EARNINGS PER SHARE
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TABLE 1 0
A COMPARISON OF DIVIDEND PER SHARE BEFORE AND AFTER BONUS ISSUE
1958-1967
China Light !HOKO Electric Ch na Bus H.K. Y. Ferrv Star Ferry China Gas jN0K0Tramwaysl
Year
Origo Adis Origo Adjo Origo Adj0 Origo Adj. Origo Adj. Orig. Adj. Or gy Ad j 0
1958 o0671010 i o 61.90 80oo 3001 9.00 300 Oo70 0,1+7 2.00 o08o
Qo CO0.771 0?5195 9 logo 1n27 85a 3019 3017 0®80 0093 20 05 oo82
1960 oa61010 1o70 1n36
.96 10.509050 3050 0080 0.33 2005 o82
1961 o,.671010 1070 1 036 2075 110505o5c 00903083 o08o 0053 242
1962 00671010 lo7O 1036 3 2O 1 6o 6 .00 2.00 2000 0080 0.53 20503*00 1000
1963 c, 831.35 1080 1,a44 3050 1075 6075 2.20 2*20 o.8o 0.53 2060 look3,38
1964 0.921o50 Io50 1050 o r7 o3a70 1 085 4.7o 2020 2.20 1 .00 o6 6 1004
1965 1 0 4 o 1011 1.70 1,70 1,853470 292.03070 2.20 1010 00733070 ?a60 l,,04
111966 1025 102-5 1070 lo7O 2.00 1.00 4.oo 4ooo 2000 2.00 1000 1000 1405 1.O
1967 1.4o i0ko 1080 1 , 80 loo 1000 4.oo 4oUU 1000 1®00 1.00 1 000 1 oO5 1005
es nin ,.
.he or al dividend nr share of each comra.ny in each voa.r is the actual dividend per share
paid in the year. The adjusted dividend per share is derived after a:akinc adjustment of all the
bonus share issued during the period 1958-19670
Source: Annual Reports and .Accounts of the companies 1958..1967.
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Table 9 shows that when earnings per share for industrial
companies increased from $5.48 in 1959 to $8.49 in 1960, dividends
increased from $3.06 to $3.31 only, reducing the payout ratio
from 55.8 per cent to 44.2 per cent. The payout ratios increased
in 1961 and 1962. During the same period, utility companies have
the same but smaller tendency. In 1959 when earnings per share
reduced to $3.09 from $3932 in 1958, and to $3.03 in 1960, the
payout ratios'increased from 63.3 per cent to 70.9 per cent and
then to 74.9. per cent. Similarly, during periods of expanding
profits, the dividend rate does not keep pace, reducing the
payout ratio. For the period 1965-67, the figures did not follow
this logic because three utility companies faced difficulties.
The general trend of earnings and dividends for industrials
has gone up due to the recent growth of Hong Kong economy, but
such trend for utilities has gone down during the same period.
Generally speaking, utility undertakings supply indispensable
services to the general public, by following the population
growth and economic expansion, they would have an increasing
trend instead of a decreasing one. Table 11 shows the trend in
the United States where the growth of utilities is steadier than
that of industrials. Therefore, there must have some basic problems
for some utility companies in Hong Kong.
PAYOUT RATIOS
A survey made by the writer indicates that almost all utility
companies follow a policy of paying regular cash dividend. All
of them did pay regular cash dividend with varied payout ratio
during the past ten-years, except Kowloon Motor Bus did not do so
in 1966 (See Table 12). Among the ten companies, eight of them
indicate that their policy is to maintain a relatively stable cash
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TABLE 11
FARNTNGS PER SHARE, DIVTDNDS PER SHAPE, AND PAYOUT PATIOS
FOR 12r- INDUSTRIAL STOCKS AND
24 UT ILTTY STOCKS IN TFi UNIT UNITED STATES
(Money Amounts in American Dollars)
Industrials Utilities
Year
Eernings Dividend Percent Eernings Dividend Percent
1958 8.31 69.25.75 2.50 68.93.63
1959 5.81 3.829.85 59.0 2.61 68.3
4.121960 6.030.62 62,7 2.68 65.0
1961 9.61 6.07 63.2 4.33 64.92.81
1962 11.10 6.43 4.73 2.9757.9 62.8
1963 4.996.98 56.212.43 3.21 64.3
1964 14.29 7.70 53.9 5.41 3,43 63.4
1965 16.42 8.48 51.6 65.25.92 3.86
1966 16.78 6.309.17 4.1154.6 69.2
1967 15,76 4.349.03 6.6757.3 65.1




PERCENTAGE OF EARNTNGS PAYOUT AS DTTTTPFND BY UTILITY COMPANIES
1958-1967
Company 1958 19621960 19611950 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
China Light & Power Co. 35.154.5 23.9 23.6 42.833.0 23.0 48.9 45.637.7
Hong Kong Electric Co. 86.071.4 63.4 45.2 43.4 44.653.3 46.1 40.9 46.0
Hongkong & China Gas Co. 66.1 63.071.4 64.5 80.0 85.555.6 64.0 67.6 72.5
Hong Kong Telephone Co. 65.3 74.878.5 79.9 96.7 118.2 69.7 69.282 5 93.6
China Motor Bus Co. 45.765.4 44.754.9 53.9 31.2
Kowloon Motor Bus Co. 84.7 74.378.7 99.4 81.6 0.0 57.1
Hongkong & Yaumati Ferry Co. 61.9 62.5 61.797.7 61.373.9 65.074.4 84.959.0
Star Ferry Co. 50.4 55.0 53.659.0 51.9 69.4 150.453.5 96.2
Hong Kong Tramways Co. 88.1 88.0 86.2 84.796.2 91.8 90.391.5 120.799.1
Peak Tramways Co. 84.0 93.0 91.2 80.9 81.5 87.2 121.3 82.5 89.691.3
Source: Annual Reports and Accounts of the companies, 1958-1967.
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dividend per share. In fact, Hong Kong Telephone Company has
paid a constant dividend of $1.75 per share by varying the payout
ratio as earnings fluctuated from year to year. One of the reasons
for most companies' employing a similar dividend policy is the
interlock of directorship. By using the most recent annual report
of each utility company available in early 1969, the list, as shown
below, shows that seven individuals hold three or more director-
ships each, while another 37 individuals each serves one or two
companies,
Directors Number of public
utility Companies
M. A. R. Young-Herries 4
F. S. Ii 3
M. W. Lo 3
G. M. Be Salmon 3
P. G. Williams 3
H. Kadoorie 3
T. N. Chan 3
7 individuals 2
30 individuals 1
Three companies indicate that they follow a specific range
of minimum percentage payout from earnings. They think that
a given minimum percentage payout is necessary to keep. stockholders
happy, and perhaps the internal need for funds will bear a relatively
fixed ratio to profit levels.
Table 13 shows the average payout ratios for three different
periods. During the period 1963-67, the electricity companies
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TABLE 13
AVERAGE PAYOUT RATIOS BY UTIUTY COMPANIES
(Dividends to Earnings)
Company 1958-62 1958-6 1963-67
Per cent Per cent Per cent
China Lirpht &. Power Co 38.0 38.9 39.8
Hong Kong Electric Co. 63.9 54.9 46.0
Hong Kong & China Gas Co. 64.1 69.0 73.9
Hong Kong Telephone Co. 79.0 82.8 86.6
China Motor Bus Co. 46.1
Kowloon Motor Bus Co. 62.5
Hongkong & Yaumati Ferry Co. 71.5 70.2 68.9
Star Ferry Co. 54.0 68.8 83.7
Hong Kong Tramways Co. 90.1 93.7 97.3
Peak Tramways Co. 86.1 90.3 94.4
Souce: Annual Reports and Accounts of the Companies, 1958--1967.
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had the lowest payout ratios, and the bus companies had the second
lowest. Most of the companies had a higher payout ratio for 1963-67
than for 1958-62. Those with a significant increase in average
payout ratios have a common characteristic that they have diffic-
ulties in maintaining their profit level, and yet theyr followed
a relatively stable cash dividend policy. There is one exception
Hongkong China Gas had followed a restricted dividend policy
before 1965, thereafter the board of directors found such policy
no more necessary since the financial postion of the company
was fairly healthy. Un the other hand, for those utility com-
panies which have a stable or lower payout ratio more profitable ones*
PAYOUT PERIOD
The frequency of dividend payout is more important to a
utility company than to a commercial or industrial company. Since
the utility service is indispensable to the general public, people
are interested to know the performance and planning of the utility
companthes. Therefore, a quarterly dividend is better than an annual-i
dividend. A quarterly dividend policy can keep the stockholders
and the general public informed four times a year while an annual
dividend inf orrjs only once, 10
In Hong Kong, a majority of.the utility companies follows
the practice of semiannual paument of dividend. The following
table shows the trend of moving towards more frequent dividend
10A great majority of the firms in Hong Kong, when the
chairman of the board of directors of the company declares an
interim or final dividend, usually makes a brief statement to fe-
view the performance of the related period as well as relevant
planning for the future to be publiched in local newspapers
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,payout by public utility companies.
Number of Public





As shown in the above table, in 1964, five utility companies
paid dividends semiannually and the other five annually. In
1968, two of the five utility companies which paid annual dividend
moved to semiannual dividend, and one of the five utility companies
which paid semiannual dividend moved to the quarterly dividend.
This trend of moving towards a more frequent dividend payment should
be appreciated, especially the China Light 8frower Company which
is the firsib public utility company adopting quarterly dividend
in Hong Kong. In the United States, 91 per cent of the listed firms
favored the quarterly dividend.11
A more frequent dividend payout would have some advantages
to small investors. It is estimated that, among the shareholders
of utility companies, more than 35 per cent are small investors.12
Six of the companies also fixed the definite months for dividend
payment in the year, eo that small investors could know in advance
the date they might receive some dividend from the companies.
Earnest . Walker, and William H. Bau-ghn, Financial
Planning and Policy, (N.Y.: Harper Ros, 1961), p. 251.
12This percentage is lower than the average (40%) of five
companies for which information is available at the Registrar
General's office of the Hong Kong Government. These companies
include Star Ferry, China Motor Bus, Hongkong Yaumati Ferry,
Hong Kong Telephone, and Hong Kong Tramway, China Light's and
China Gas's shares are largely held by nominee companies, and in-
formation are not available for the remaining companies. Small
investors mean the holders of or less than $l,500 per value of
shares held.
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Though a majority have interim reports made available to
their' shareholders and published in local newspapers for any
announcement of dividend payment, some of the companies do not
do so. This weakness causes some of the companies' executives
to deplore the speculation which has sometimes o6cured in thier
shares.13 Shareholders and the public should be better informed
in order to keep such speculation to a minimum.
THE ISSUANCE OF BONUS SHARES
To issue bonus shares to shareholders by capitalizing
retained earnings or general reservesis a common practice in
Hong Kong. The board of directors usually states that the purpose
of such issue is to bring the paid up capital more into line with
the assets. Actually, a bonus issue is an issue of irregular
stock dividend. Such issue will change the equity structure of
the corporation, but the same owners will remain to claim the same
proportion of the same assets. Nothing i'changed except that more
shares have been issued. A proper market reaction would demand
that the price of each share drops in proportion to the new shares
issued. In Hong Kong market,. this relative decrease doesnot occur
because the true nature of bonus issue is not well understood by
the public and sometimes they are not well informed. Therefore,
the stockholders can receive some additional market value for
their shares.
Eight of the ten utility companies also follow the practice
of issuing bonus shares. All of them indicate that their purpose
is to bring the paid up capital more into line with the assets.
Some of them also indicate a supplementary purpose of giving some
evidence of the service growth, to serve as an advertisement of
the growth. But most of them insist that such issue should be on
13
Financial Correspondent, Last week on Ice House Street
South China Morning Post, may 3, 1965.
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an irregular basis and for special purposes. None of them
uncover the fact that such issue will make the payment of increased
dividend possible in the succeeding periods without increasing
dividend per share. As shown in Table 10, some companies have
increased their dividend per share greatly after making an ad-
justment of all bonus.shares issued during the period 1958-1967.
This practice is justified only when a utility company earns a
return which is fair to shareholddrs and to service users. There
iso conclusive evidence that the utility companies in Hong Kong
do not make any excessive profits.
THE STOCK PRICES REFLECTION
A majority of the utility companies indicates that they
maintain a relatively stable dash dividend per share because
the stock prices reflect the level of dividend paido14 On the
other hand, some writers argue that stock prices reflect the
total earnings instead of the dividend paid. In fact, there is
some evidence in the United States that the stock price goes up
exactly following the earnings and growth trend, though the
company pays no dividend for a long period.15 To ensure a
proper policy of dividend payout for utility companies, it would
be interesting to find out, between earnings and dividends, which
figure is more sensitive to investors.
In order to determine whether the net profit or the cash
dividend is a better indicator of utility stock prices over a
period of years, correlation analyses between earnings, dividends,
and midpoint stock prices were performed for 10 utility companies
for the ten-year:.-period, 1958-1967. The results are tabulated in
Table 14.
14
Eight of the ten companies answered the question, six of
them with affirmative answers, two indicated that they did not know.
15Earnest W. Walker, and William H. Baughn, Financial
Planning and Policy (N.Y.: Haper Row, 1961), p. 253.
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TABLE 14
EARNINGS PER SHARE, DIVIDENDS PER SHARE, AND STOCK PRICES
1-58 TO 1967 -- BY COMPANIES
Correlation Coefficients
Company
Stock Pricea Stock Pricea. Earnings per Share
and Sarnings and Dividend and. Dividend
per Shareer Share ,per Share
China Light &
-0.097Power Co 0.650 0.088
Hong Kong
-0.203 -0.324Electric Co. 0.022
Hongkong &
-0.195 -0.625China Gas Co. 0.620
Hong Kong
-0.356Te1ephone Co 0.000 0.000
China Motgr
Bus Co. 0.724 0.8990.909
Kowloon Mgtor
Bus Co 0.890 o.884 0.88
Hong Kong
Tramways Co. o.943 0.954 0.992
Peak Tramways
Co. 0.683 0.726 O.952
Hongkong
Yaumati Ferry Co . 0.539 0.748 0.849
Star Ferry Co. 0,946 0.951 0.992
amid-point.
bFor the period 1962 to 1967 only.
Source: Annual Reports and Accountsof the comapnies, 1958-1967.
Stock price record taken from the Year Books of The Hong
Kong Stock Exchange, Limited.
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At a level of significance of 0,05 (.± 1.96/ 6-1 = 1 0.875
for bus companies and ± 1.96 10-1 = 0.652 for other utility
companies), the corelation coefficients between stock prices,
earnings, and dividends for the ten-year period studied show
considerably high relationships between stock prices and both
earnings and dividends figures for most of the six public passenger
transport companies included in the study. Furthermore, the
correlation coefficients.between stock prices and dividends
are considerably higher than those of stock prices and earnings.
BiLt these relationships do not apply to utilities other than passenger
transportation because specific.. factors affected those companies
during the period under review. Such factors will be discussed later.
The analysis seems to indicate that dividends are the more
crucial determinant of stock prices for each public transport
undertaking over the long run. Presumably the prices of other
utility shocks,.,-:would follow this conclusion if they were not in-
fluenced by specific factors. Over the ten-year period the dividends
and the earnings of all public transport undertakings also reflect
significant correlation. The size of dividends payout is, there-
fore, directly related to the amount of earnings. To maintain a
stable dividend per share is not possible if a company can not
maintain its profit level. But the cases are different for other
utility undertakings since the annalysis reflects sporadic relat-
ionships between their earnings and their dividends.
On the other hand, when analysis is limited to a single
year for the ten utility companies, an interesting observation
emerges. As shown in Table 15, correlation coefficients between
stock prices, dividends, and earnings were computed for egch year
of the ten-year period studied. At the level of significance of
0.05 (1.96/ 8-l = 0.739 for 1958-1961, 1.96/10-1=0.653 for
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TABLE 15
FARNTNGS PER SNARE, DIVIDENDS PEP ,SHAPE, AND STOCK PRICES
FOR TEN UTILJTY COMPANIES, 1958 TO 1967 -- BY YEAB
Correlation Coefficients
Year Stock Pricea Stock Pricea Earnings per Share
and Earnings and Dividend and Dividend
per Share per Share per Share
1958 0.9980.973 0.966
1959 0.973 0.9710.999
1960 0.912 0.995 0.934
1961 0.924 0.983 0.964
1962 0.766 0.8500.932
1963 0.8460.570 0.827
1964 0.462 0.900 0.672
1965 0.761 0.894 0.878




Source: Annual Reports and Accounts of the utility companies,
1958-1967. Stock price record taken from the Year Books
of The Hong Kon Stock Exchange, Limited.
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1962-1967), the correlation coefficient is highly significant
for most of the years studied. The higher correlation between
dividends and stock prices than between earnings and stock prices
seems to indicate that the stock prices reflect the dividends
payout better than earnings of each utility company in a particular
year. We noted that it is relatively.-.inappropriate to emphasize
whether earnings or dividends are more closely related to the
stock prices in the good years, 1958-1961. This can be explained
from the extremely high correlation between earnings and dividends.
But for the period 1962-1967 some fo the companies had difficulty
in maintaining profit, they paid dividends per share even higher
than earnings per share. In such period the analysis clearly
shows that dividends are more closely related to stock prices.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The foregoing statistical analyses seem to indicate that
the earnings of the utility companies fluctuate considerably from
year to year. The dividends are more closely related to the
stock prices. For companies in need of additional capital from
the market for expansion, it would be necessary for them to
maintain the policy of paying a relatively stable dividend per
share. An examination of some of the unpredictable factors in
Hong Kong reveals some reasons for this observation.
It is a well-known fact that people regard the future of
Hong Kong with uncertainty because the relationship between China
and this Colony is unpredictable. Most people concern more about
present income instead of long-term prospective income. A con-
siderably large portion of local share buyers are small investors,
they concern more about a stable dividend income instead of price
speculations.
It would be interesting to examine some specific factors
which affected the stock prices of some individual ' utility com.
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panies reflected neither dividends nor earnings over the ten-year
period. As we know, the two electricity companies had been
studied by a commission appointed by Government. In 1959, the
report was published and the commission recommended a proposal
to nationalize these two companies which met resistance from
management and shareholders e Furthermore, China Light's dividends
was frozen by Government as soon as the report published. There-
after, as directed by Government, negotiations conisinued between
the two companies for a long time for the unsuccessful merger
proposal. In late 1964, China Light and Peninsula Electric Power
company entered into agreements with the Hong Kong Government that
their rate of return be limited to 13.5 per cent of averaged fixed
assets, and also imposed some limitations on dividend paid to
shareholders. However, Hongkong Electric Company retained its
freedom to pay any amount of dividend to shareholders. These
factors influenced the stock prices greatly, especially during
the period 1959-1964•
The Hongkong China Gas Company exercised a policy of
dividend restraint for a long period. In 1965 , the Company had
improved its financial and :.cash position to a very healthy state,
therefore the board of directors felt that such restraint was no
longer necessary and an increase in dividend was justified.
Furthermore, the company has its shares listed in London Stock
Exchange, any market setback or boom will influence its price
in Hong Kong market. The Hong Kong Telephone Company pays a
constant dividend of -1.75 per share. The investors can anti-
cipate in each year the announcement of such a dividend regard-
less how much profit. has been made for the year. Therefore,
its stock prices show no relation to its dividends.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATION OF THE RATE OF RETURN
In the previous chapter the stock market condition has been
discussed briefly, and we accept the principle that the new
capital for utility service expansion should be found from the
stock market or from re-investment of part of the sharholders 1
reasonable return rather than from excessive charges to service
users. To generate additional capital from the stock market, a
fair return must be earned for the investors. Since the stock
prices are closely related to the dividend paid, we conclude that
the companies have followed a right policy of maintaining relative-
ly stable cash dividend per share, though some of them are not able
to do is in recent years. This chapter will evaluate the rate of
return of each of the utility companies.
THE THEORY OF FAIR RETURN
If a public utility company cannot meet its cost of
capital, including its fixed charges plus °'reasonable dividend
requirements, it cannot long continue to supply adequate services
to a growing community.1 A growing community from time to time
requires enlargement of existing services from the utility companies
which in turn would need additional capital for expansion or
replacement.
As public utility companies usually are monopolies, the
conflict of interests between consumers and investors raises.
Rates that are fair or equitable to sellers may not necessarily
1
James Co Bonbright, Prici -les of Public Utility Rates
(N.Y. s Columbia Univ. Press, 1966). p. 241.
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be reasonable to buyers, the interests between these two
parties must be properly balanced in deriving such rates. As
for different classes of buyers, the charges should not have
undue discrimination. In judging the fairness of the rate of
return, its adequacy to ' assure confidence in the financial inte-
grity, to maintain credit, and to attract new capital must be
emphasized. These points are also clearly stated in many rate
cases in the United States.2 When a: fair return to investors
represents a charge which is higher than the consumers' ability
to pay, the government should reduce or eliminate the royalty
and profit tax requirements or even cbvise a subsidy system to
such a utility providing that it is worthwhile to maintain from
the viewpoint of community welfare.
The purpose of utility regulation is to achieve the results
which under normal conditions would have been available. Under
free economic system the normal conditions mean the conditions of
competitive market. Since public utilities are monopolies, the
government makes regulations to stimulate and substitute the
effects of competition. Therefore, the fair rate of return in
public utility should be similar or close to the rate of return
in business having similar risks. In other words, the fair rate.
of return should not be as high as that earned in highly speculat-
ive or risky ventures.
A fair return means a return derived from a proper balan-
cing of'the interests between service supplier and users. The
amount to represent such a return is the entire excess in
operating revenues, over the total current operating dedua'tion,
2
For example, in the famous Hope case, Justice Douglas
placed major emphasis on evidence tending to show that the
prescribed rates were a-dequate to maintain sound corporate
credit..
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for which be made as a component of the company's annual revenue
requirements.3 The total cu:m'ent operating deduction includes
allowances for depreciation and for all taxes (royalty and
corporate profit taxes). The published company financial
statements reported net profit for the year is an approximation
of the precise return actually realized as measured by rate-
making technique.
In practice, the allowed-for return/for public utilities
is a multiple of two factors: the rate base i.e. the total
quantum of invested capital or of property tvalue on which the
company is entitled toa reasonable rate of compensation and the
'Ifair rate of return theiaon4 In the study, the net profit
for the year is regarded as he entire excess in operating
revenues, and the actual-cost of assets depreciated with the com-
pany's rates of depreciation plus allowance for working capital
is regarded as rate base. Since the depreciation policy of each
utility company is treated as confidential, the net book assets
as shown in financial statements is regard' as the rate-base.
In other words, the total book value of assets less liabilities
is treated as rate base in actual calculation for rate of return.
In the calculation therefore the present amount of working capital
of each utility company is treated as reasonable because of the
difficulty for further inquiry. Our discussion will be centered
on whether this rate of return is on a reasonable level. By doing
so, some criteria are needed which will be discussed briefly in
the followings
3
Janes Co Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility Rates
(N.Y. s Columbia Univ. Press, 1966)q p.149 •
4Besides a rate-base measurement of a fair return, a simplier
method of the operating-ratio standard! has been used to
evaluate the passenger-bus utility in the United states.
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1. The Capital-attraction Criterion
In a growth economy, a public utility company has to expand.
gradually to meet the increasing demand for services. In order to
attract the needed capital for expansion, the capital-attracting
efficiency should be employed as a basic criterion for judging
a fair return.
2. The Management-efficiency Criterion
The function of rates should enable a utility company to
secure the capital required for the supply of services. On the
other hand, it should stimulate managerial efficiency. The fair
rate of return may be designed not just to enable a utility company
to attract new capital but also to reward efficiency and discourage
inefficiency in management.
3. The Criterion of Rate-level Stability
If public utilities were required to raise and lower their
rates year by year, with the object of maintaining a fixed annual
rate of return, the resulting changes in rate schedules would prove
inconvenient to the consumers and the corporate management alike
4. The Criterion of Fairness to Investors
The above three criteria might be classified as criteria
designed mainly in the interest of the consuming public on a
longterm basis. But the termfaire return implies a standard
of equity return to investors not necessarily governed by consid-
erations of consumers' interests. In the United States, the tradi-
tional rules of fair-return determination were originally developed
by the courts as a means of protecting the private owners of
public
utility properties against unreasonable regulation.5 The consider-
ations of fairness to investors need not require the addition of
special criteria. The capital-attraction criterion can serve dual
purposes, since most public utility companies, in order to render
5
James C. Bonbright, Princi les' of Public Utility Rates
(N.Y. S Columbia Univ. Press, 1966)p p. 155
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good service, must be able to attract new capital from investors
repeatedly. These investors are free to commit their funds to
any alternative investments including the purchase of stocks in
unregulated corporate enterprises with similar risk. The fair
return is, therefore, the return necessary to compensate the
existing investor for capital already attracted to the properties
acquired.
In summing up the discussion of standards or criteria, we
come to the effect that the standards of reasonable rate are
multiple standards, and that all of them at times may have some
conflict. In determininhg/the level of rate of return, capital-
attracting adequacy is properly considered as basic measure of such
a judgment.
REASONABLE RATE OF RETURN
In Hong Kong, the legislation gives the public utility com-
panes the right to expect reasonable remuneration from their
operations. In other words, they are entitled to earn a
reasonable profit. The reason is that the risk capital funds
for the undertakings are found from private sources and which
will not be forthcoming unless a reasonable profit is earned
as rewards.6 The problem is to form an opinion on the level
of reasonable rate of return. By using the capital-attraction
criterion for evaluation in the remaining of this chapter, the
comparable-earnings test is used. The standard of this test
aims at attracting and holding capital, but it alone permits
direct examination of the ratio between the earnings of a utility
and its net worth in comparison with that ratio in unregulated
companies of similar risk" 7 This comparison can be made within
6Transport Advisory Committee,Report on the Star Ferry
Company's Application for Revision for Fares and Charges
(H.K.7:The Government Press,1966),p. 9.
Harold Leventhal, Vitality of the Comparable Earnings
Standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy,
Yale Law Journal, May 1965,p.95
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controlled public utility companies and with non-controlled
commercial and industrial companies with an appropriate consid.
eration for the difference in risk.8
THE SOURCES OF FMANCIAL DATA
The financial data used in this study are mainly from the
audited financial statements included in the annual reports of
each company whose shares are listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
The Stock Exchange publishes a Year Book which contains comparative
figures of three preceeding years for each listed company. The
Year Book issued in July 1968 listed 60 companies, although only
49 of which were selected (including 10 public utility companies)
to derive data for comparison in this chapter. The selected com-
panies are those whose shares are more active , whose activities
axe less diversified, and whose history in the Exchange is longer.
In addition to the annual reports in and after 1964 of about 50
listed companies filed in the Institute's Library, and to the
latest annual reports supplied by the utility companies, all the
financial data related to the period before 1964 were supplied by
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange,.Ltd. The good co-operation from
the Exchange permitted the author to use its past year books and
to examine the annual reports of relevant companies in its files
whenever necessary.
The Year Book gives the summary information of basic finan-
cial data on any-listed :company. These data include the authorized
capital of each company, its issued-capital, its dividend payment
dates, its fiscal year, and its assets, liabilities, revenues,
expenses, etc., in. tabular form. The data for the study are com-
piled primarily from the companies' Annual Reports, supplemented
by the Year Book of the Stock Exchange when the Annual Reports
are not available.
o Ibid. , p.1005.
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Though the number of listed companies is small if compared
with the total number of companies operating in Hong Kong, the
author's objective in this study is to find out some facts to
indicate the level of rate of return for utility companies as
compared with other unregulated companies which have similar
risk. Since a majority of local shareholders are small and
median investors, their investment alternatives are limited to
the shares of listed companies, presumably the more active ones.
THE COMPUTATION OF RATE OF RETURN
Since public utility companiesjave expanded gradually, their
profits must be related in some way to the size of the undertakings.
The issued capital is not satisfactory because the earning power
of a company and capital value of its operating property bear
no relationship to its issued share capital. In most cases much
of the capital employed is resulted from the re-investment of
past profit in the undertaking. Such reinvested and retained
profits are part of the shareholders' funds and must be taken
into account in considering the true size of capital invested.
This true size of capital invested is entitled to reasonable
profit because the profits retained and re-invested in the com-
pany, which are now part of the capital, are the choice of the
management and agreed by the shareholders in the past. Therefore
E1when considering returns to shareholders the only percentage which
is relevant is that an net capital employed. 9 In other words,
the rate of return is described as the relation of reported net
income after taxes (and royalty) in each year to book net assets
at the beginning of each year, calculated as the excess of total
balance sheet assets over total liabilities.
9China Light Power Company, Ltd. Combined Report 1957to 1963, p. 20.
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COIJ1PARABLE EARNINGS STUDY
A reasonable rate of return is related only to the capital
employed. There is no reason to fix the return at such a level
that expansion can be financed from retained profits without
shareholders' making some sacrifice in the short-term. To
generate additional capital for service expansion, a public
utility company should go to the stock market or re-invest part
of the shareholders' fair return and not to overchange the service
users.
In evaluating the reasonableness of rate of return of utility
companies, some comparisons have been made in the light of (1)
the past profits of each company, (2) the rate of return allowed
for those utility companies which had been studied by government
appointed commission, (3) the profits made by commercial and
industrial companies in Hong Kong, and (4) profits made by public
utility companies in some foreign countries.
PAST PROFITS
Management usually is the slave of past experience and
records of the company. They always review their performances
by comparing with the past records to see whether it has been
improved. There is no exception for a public utility company.
When the present return isiower than the past peak records,
the management would regard such return as no longer reasonably
remunerative. When people ask: what would be the reasonable
rate of return? They would point ' to the past records without
explaining why they thought such rate would be reasonable. In
other words, the present rate may be quite reasonable, but it is
regarded as unreasonable because the past rate were too high.
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Table 16 shows the rates of return on book net assets
of the ten public utility companies for the period 1959-68.
The profit levels declined uniformly during the period, but
some companies had relatively higher profits than the others.
In addition, most of them showed a higher rate of return during
the earlier years of the period studied.
During 1959-68, three utility companies showed less fluctu.
ation in their rates of returns Hong Kong Electric, Hongkong
$ China Gas, and Hong Kong Tramways. But their rates of return
were quite different from one another, averaging 19.6 0, 10.4%,
15.7% respectively for the period. If the Hongkong China
Gas represents a competitive market in Hong Kon g,10 and its rate
is the result of competition, then the other utility companies'
rate of return should not be too far away from its rate. The
China Light's rate of return fluctuted considerably, but it was
close to the limit of the scheme of control during the past five
years. Furthermore, its ten-year average rate, 19.5%, is very
close to that of Hong Kong Electric. Therefore, gong Kong
Electric should subject to a scheme of control with a limit
similar to that of China Light.
As indicated in Table 16 , the Hongkong Yaumati Ferry
is much more profitable than the star Ferry through their
line of business is not very identical. The Transport Advisory
Committee commented on the suggestion that the rates of return
made by the Star Ferry during 1960-64 be regarded as typical
by saying that it would, however, be quite unrealistic to
fix fares at such a level as to maintain the high profits of
11
those years". By making comparison between the two ferry
1V The Hongkong and China Gas has faced a keen competition
with other fuels in the market, such as herosene, liquefied
petroleum gas, and electricity. It has not subjected to any
form of control by Government.
11Transport Advisory Committee, Report on the Star Ferry




PRFITS AS PERCENTAGE OF BOOK NET ASSETS
1959-1968
Company 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 Range
China Linght & Power Co. 21.5 25.6 30.2 24.6 24.9 14.6 14.3 11.9 13.4 14.1 18.3
Hong Kong Electric Co. 21.2 21.5 19.8 21.1 20.8 20.8 19.0 18.1 17.4 15.8 5.7
Hong Kong & China Gas Co. 11.8 12.2 10.6 11.2 6.7 7.9 10.0 12.5 11.0 10.4 5.8
Hong Kong Telephone Co. 14.8 15.5 14.0 9.8 8.5 10.7 12.6 12.3 11.8 13.1 7.0
Star Ferry Co. 18.0 17.3 19.9 19.5 19.0 19.5 13.9 6.2 5.0 14.5 14.9
Hongkong & Yaumati Ferry Co. 23.7 24.2 22.8 25.5 26.4 28.2 27.9 25.3 18.4 22.3 9.8
Kowloon Motor Bus Co. a 19.9 35.1 24.7 22.3 14.8 11.3 5.3 29.8
China Motor Bus Co.
a
20.8 14.1 13.3 8.0 11.0 9.3 12.8
Hong Kong Tramways Co. b 15.1 13.5 15.4 18.0 18.7 17.3 17.0 16.4 13.1 13.0 5.7
Peak Tramways Co. 23.9 24.2 24.2 20.6 19.4 16.5 11.8 25.1 18.4 16.5 13.1
a
Kowloon Motor and China Motor Bus were private companies before 1962 and 1963
respectively.
b
Adjusted for 1965 land revaluation.
Source: Annual Reports and Accounts of the companies, 1958-1968.
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companies, one may question why such a high rate of return
is allowed by Hongkong Yaumari Ferry Company.
The Kowloon Motor Bus, the largest public transport
company, has shown a rapid drop in its return rate, from 35.1
in 1963 to 5.3% in 1968. As for China Motor Bus, the return
also drops considerably. One point which should be made here is that
the figures for 1968 should be regarded as abnormal. Because the
former ended its financial year on 14th February 1968 and the latter
ended 30th June 1968, they were hit by the 1967 civil disturbance.
If compared with other utility companies, the two bus companies
have a much lower rate of return in and after 1966. If the rate
of return of other utility companies is regarded as reasonable,
then the bus companies' rate of return remains to be decided,
though they are still comparable to that of Hongkong China
Gas Company.
UTILITIES UNDER SCHEMES OF CONTROL
Among the ten private owned utility companies, only four
were examined thoroughly by the authority of the Government.
They are the two electricity companies, the telephone company,
and the Star Ferry Company. Some schemes of control over the
rate level have been imposed to these companies after the examin.
ation, but there is no specific control over the remaining
utility companies. The terms of control of the four companies
are summarized as follows $
China Light and Peninsula Electric Power are permitted a
return of such amount after taxes equal to 13-5f per annum of
the combin.average net fixed assets of the two companies. If
the return in any year shall exceed or by less than the. permitted
return, such excess or deficiency shall be added to or deducted
from the Development Fund Account of the company. The balance
in the Development Fund may be reduced by rate reductions.
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Furthermore, the proportion of earnings which may be Y paid out
as dividends shall be related to the ratio of the Development
Fund to the sum of the net fixed assets of the two companies.12
These arrangements of control over rate level shall apply for a
period of 15 years,commencing from November 1964.
In the case of the Hong Kong Telephone Compare, the
Financial Secretary in his remarks before the Legislative Counctl
on 5th August, 1964 stated that an appropriate rate for the company
would be 9% on total capitla employed, before deduction of interest
charges on money borrowed, which would represent something of the
order of 12% on net captial employed (shareholders funds). The
company agreed that this rate should be the target but that
"
Ltshould this return not be achieved or, should it be exceeded,
it does not mean that the company or Government can automatically
claim a revision of rates."13
A scheme for controlling the Star Ferry Company's profit
was introduced in 1966 whereby the company's profits after royalty
and taxation wiwm would be regulated between a minimum of 10% and
a maximum of 13% of the fixed assets value of the company. Profits
above the maximum rate, if earned, would be applied towards a re-
duction of fares whilst. if profits fell below the minimum rate
the position would be adjusted by raising fares. This control
is subjected to regular review.
12The relationships between the dividend payout and the
ratio of the Development Fund (DF) to the sum of the net fixed
assets of China Light and Peninsula Electric Power are as follows
Year-end Ratio
Maximum Dividend Payout
DF Net Fixed Assets of
Cumulative In any single yearboth companies
50% 50%
35% or greater
25% but less than 35% 50% 60%10% but less than 25% 60%
70%less than 10% Unrestricted
Unrestricted
13Hong Kong Telephone Company, Limited, "Statement
by the Chairman,"Annual Report and Acconnt, 1964
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Although the Hong Kong Electric Company had been thoroughly
examined, the Goverf.ment recogni s that the company's charges
at 1958 level, on the basis of froecasts up to the end of 1969,
would produce a profit which represents a reasonable return on
capital and approximates that allowed to China Light and Peninsula
Electric Power under their agreement. Therefore, no specific
control has been imposed at present, and the company is free
to distribute profits as dividends or to re-invest them in the
enterprise.
Of the four cases, no definite limit on rate of returit
has been fixed for Hong Kong Electric at present. The rate fixed
for the other three companies is approximatly of the range 11%
to 14% on net capital employed. The average net fixed assets for
China Light means the average of the opening balance for that earY
of the investments in all fixed assets less depreciation charged
on the basis of the Inland Revenue agreed rated (about 20% initial
allowance and 5% annual allowance on the diminishing value for
utility fixed assets) and the year end closing balance, simirl Y
calculated, of the China Light and Peninsula Electric Power Company,
This amount is larger than the total net capital employed (total
book assets less total book liabilities), since total current
liabilities of China Light as well as Star Ferry are larger than
their total current assets. So that the return rate calculated
on the basis of total net capital employed shows a little higher
thsn that of the scheme of control. With the exception of the
bus companies,.most of the utility companies have shown a return rate
higher than the average rate allowed for the three cohtrolled compan-
ies. If such allowed rate represents a reasonable return then the
rates which are far away from this limit should remain to be decided.
RATES OF RETURN IN COL 2RCE AND INDUSTRY
The public utility companies do not run commercial risks of
bad debts, because they cbllect charges at the time or shortly
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after the service is used or they are authorixed to discontinue or
cut-off their services if the charges ate not paid on time. There-
after, it would be logical to conclude that the return rate of a public
utility company should not be higher than or equal to that
of a commercial undertaking with similar risk.
In order to know some views of the local business leaders
on the expected return rate of an average firm, the writer
conducted some interviews to inquire into rates of return expected
in commercial and industrial undertakings in 11ong Kong. An average
firm means a firm engaged in low-risk business and operated success-
fully without making loss or difficulty in liquidity. The result
was very close to that of 1966 which was done by the Transport
Advisory Committee.14 The general view may be stated as follows
for a commercial firm in low-risk business a net return (after
tax) of 15j to 18% would be desirable. When the firm has been
established for many years and the capital invested had been
recouped, a 12% to 15% net return on shareholders' fund would be
the average. The average means the,6ondition available for a
long-term period.
It would be interesting to examine the actual performance
of the commercial and industrial undertakings in Hong Kong to
see whether they have obtained the expected rate of return
generally. Table 17 shows the frequency distribution of
return rates of most of the listed companies for the years 1959
through 1967. A majority of the listed companies had their rate
of return within the range W':% to 19.9/. There were few companies
with a return more than 20r% in 1966 and in 1967. The survey
also includes the public utility companiesi On the same table
the figures bracketed represent the frequency distribution of
return rates of the public utility companies. Before 1964 a
great majority of the utility firms had a rate of return higher
14Transport Advisory Committee, Re ort on the Star Ferr
Company's A lication for Revision of Fares and Charges.
March 1966, p. 19.
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TABLE 17




(Per cent) 1961 1962 1963 1966 19671999 1960 1964 1965
2 32 03 0 1Below 0 (loss) 13
5 5 60-4.9 1311 57
2 10(2)10 1o 14(1)10(1) 12(2)5- 9.9 5 9(1)
13(4)810-14.9 10(2) 10(4) 13(5) 10(6)12(2)12(2)a 9(1)
8(2)15-19.9 5(2) 8(3) 6(2)11(4) 7(2) 14(3)11(3)9(3)
22O-24.9 9(3) 4(2)6(2) 6(3) 8(1) 27(4) 7(2)
425-29.9 4(l)2(1) 2(1) 4(1) 13(1) 3(2)
220 1 2 01 130-34.9 3(1)
35-39.9 1 1 1 1 0 01 13(1)
40-44.9 10 0 0 0 00 0
45-49.9 0 01 0 0 00 01
1050 or Over 0 0 101
48(10) 49(10)Total Firms 42(8) 42(8) 49(10)43(8) 49(10)43(9) 49(10)
aFigures bracketed are the frequency distribution of the rate of return of public
utility companies






than 15%, which indicates that most of the utility companies were
even more profitable than an average comliercial or industrial
undertaking generally in that period. From theoretical point
of view, this result would be unreasonable, because a commercial
or industrial undertaking runs risks of bad debts and market com-
petition while a utility company does not.
Of the commercialrand industrial firms serveyed in
Table 17, about 60% had an average rate of return below 15%% for
the period. On the other hand, three public utility companies had
a return rate higher than 20% for the period 1959-1965. Such rate
is even higher than the expected commercial rate of 18% for
average firms. Based on the above comparison, it would be appropriate
to conclude that some utility companies' rate of return was higher
than the rate they should earn in an average condition.
Generally speaking, in considering the rate of return to
investors, the amount of risk in the business is the most import-
ant factor. "The less risk, the less right to any unusual returns
upon the investments. One who invests his money in a business of
a somewhat hazardous character is vary properly h6ld to have the
right to a larger return without legislative interference than
can be obtained from an iuvestment in Government bonds or more
safe security."15 The common stocks of utility companies can be
regarded as safer than that of ordinary commercial and industrial
companies. Because the utility companies do not run commercial
risks of bad debts and market competition on the one hand. On the
other hand, their profits are statutory allowed at a reasonable
Lvel. A utility company will not suffer a loss because the
15Harold Leventhal, Vitality of the Comparable Earnings
standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy,"
Yale Law Journal, May 1965, p. 996.
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ordinance provides for a variation of fares and charges if such
fares and charges are no longer reasonably remunerative. Therefore
the rate of return for utility companies should be lower than that
of the ordinary commercial undertakings as a discount for the differ-
ence in risks.
The profit is, in important part, a function of risk,
and such risk means the degree of fluctuation on return rate
frIm year to year. A basic measure of risk can be developed for
individual company by calculation the dispersion (variance) of the
rate of return of individual years around the-average return of
that company for a relevant number of years.16 The variance
which measures th9 rear-to-year fluctuations in rates of return
represents the risk figure of that company. As shown in Table 18,
with minor exceptions, the risks of utility companies were very
low for the period 1959-67. China Light, Star Ferry, and Kowloon
Motor Bus had a wider variation in rate of return during the
period because they faced expansion problems and were under Govern-
ment review. When the calculation is based on an overpe11 economic
rate of return which'is to compare total return (includes interest
paid) with total assets (includes long-term debts) for each company,
the pattern, as shown in Table 19, is similar to that of Table 18.
By comparing this pattern of utility companies with ordinary com-
mercial corporations, as shown in `fable 20, the conclusion will be
obvious that the public utility companies are more profitable.
RATES OF RETURN FOR UTILITIES Iii OTHER COUi T DIES
In the United States, the financial integrity and attraction
of new capital usually are the basic considerations in evallua_ti o x
16
Gordon R. Conrad, and Irving H. Plotkin, Risk/Return:
U.S. Industry Pattern, Supplement to Harvard Busine Review.IMarch-April 1968.
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T!1,.BLE 18
ATR,R A GE R +_T OF P H.T UPN BY ITT I:L.T`TY COMPANY
(Net Profit as Percentage of Net Book Assets)
1964--681959-6?
Company
Rate of ReturnVariance f Rate of. Return
(Per cent)(Per cent')S uar.e)
18.2.20 00Hong Kong Electric Co. P, 16






15.41 r ,12.97Hong Kong Tramways Co
17.619.619 31Peak Tramways Co





11.122.71Chin. Motor Bus Co 1 3a4a.
El For the period 1963-1967 only
Source: Annual Reports and Accounts of the companies, 19,58-1968'
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TABLE 19
AVERAGE RATE OF RETURN BY UT T_LITY COI'NNP ATNNTES, 19 59-1967
(Total Ret??.rn as Per. centa.e of Tota.l'Assets)
Pn+p nfComnn.`T Va.r. i..n c e
(P(m, r c9n.t Sc' are) (Per. cent)
Hon!' Kong 1 etri.c Co. 1064 17.5
China I:i_ pht Power Co 23..o4 17.1
Rong:kong?: China. Ga.,s Co. 8e6)
Hong Konc Telephone Co 8022 . o
Hong Kong Tramways Co 2,32 13.8
Peak Tramwa. Ts Co. 22'27 16. 9
Star Ferry Co. 24. 93 14.4
HongKong s Yumsti Perry
co. 6n28 21.5
Kowloon. Motor B11S Co.* 16,172,
Crina Motor Bus Co.`- 18.65 1106
For the period 1-963 to 1967 only
Source: Annual Pe orts and Accounts of the Comnan es, 1958-1967.
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TABLE 20
VARIANCE AND RATE OF SOME WELL-ESTABLISHED EIRMS
1959-1967









Textile Corporation 65.46 8.6 52.65 8.6
Nanyang Cotton Mill 18.17 4.4 14.77 4.1
Watsons 42.58 25.2 56.44 19.6
Dairy Farms 6.33 23.6 6.44 18.2
Taikoo Dock 4.54 6.0 3.66 6.0
Hongkong & Whampoa Dock 58.86 19.8 13.91 14.8
Hongkong & Kowloon Wharf &
Godown 27.13 15.2 12.31 11.6
China Provident 4.74 12.1 4.32 11.8
union Waterboat 39.99 14.1 34.82 13.6
Asia Navigation 40.36 4.5 11.80 2.4
Wheelock Marden 68.63 13.0 46.74 11.0
lane Crawford 48.14 25.0 37.36 21.1
China Emporium 89.39 13.9 77.41 12.4
Wing On Company 12.72 16.4 10.86 12.8
Allied Investors 719.59 19.6 239.17 14.3
Hongkong & Far East Investment 1.16 9.5 0,27 8.1
Hongkong Land Investment &
Agency 7.20 13.1 0.91 10.3
Humphreys 4.31 14.2 8.50 13.1
Hong Kong Realty 22.30 11.5 36.51 11.3
Chinese Estate Limited 182.53 29.4 79.81 25.8
China Entertainment & Land
Investment 472.25 18.8 315.64 15.8
Hongkong Engineering &
Construction 63.82 23.9 42.33 23.0
Hongkong & Shanghai Banking
Corporation 6.41 18.0 4.37 15.8
Bank of East Asia 2.57 16.8 2.28 15.3
Lombard Insurance 1.18 5.8 0.61 5.7
a
The not profits as percentage of the total book not assets.
b
The total return (includes interest paid) as percentage of the
total operating assets (includes long-term debt).
Source:Annual Reports and Accounts of the companies, 1958-1967.
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a utility case. The 1Iederal Power Commission stated that if a
utility is able to compete successfully in the markets for capital
and can do so without impairing its financial integrity, then a
,17
return is adequate."
Table 21 shows - a comparison of annual profit rates for
utilities and industrials during the period 1955-61 in the
United States. The average annual return on book net assets
for the period was 12.0 percent for total manufacturing and
9.6 percent for total utilities.
TABLE 21
AVEIRAGE ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN ON B00ir NET ASSETS FOR
TOTAL MANBFACTURI NG AND TOTAL UTILITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
1955-1961










Source Paul j. Garfield, and Wallace F. Lovejoy, Public
Utility Economic Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1964), p. 26.
17
Paul J. Garfield and Wallace F.Lovejoy, Public Utilty
Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964),
p. 123.
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The average profit rate for the manufacturing group fluctuates
wider than that of the utility group. Since instability of
earnings is an important measure of risk, the average return of
the manufacturing group was 25 per cent 'greater than that of the
utility group. The rate of return on total utility assets would
be lower than that of on the above table because a large prop ortion
of utility capitalization isin the form of funded debt in the United
States. The difference between the two groups would be greater if
compared on the latter basis.
Table 22 summarizes one part of the study made by Arthur Andersen
Company on 3vturn allowed in public utility rate cases. The rather
wide range makes it apparent that specific circumstances surrounding
given situations play a major role in the determination of the
return rate. The wide geographical area in the United State is
the major reason to cause the different situation from place to
place.
TABLE 22
RATES OF RETURN FOR UTILITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
1957-1960




Electric 47 4.61-6.93 6.02
Gas Distribution
41 4.10-6.73 6.29
Source : Arthur Andersen Co., Return allowed in Public
Utility Rate Cases, 1960 Edition,
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In the States of Malaya, though the electricity is supplied
by the National Electricity Board, the financial policy of the
board is to earn a reasonable return from the operation so that
the internal resources will finance a reasonable. proportion of
capital expenditure, that is not less than 40 0 or more than 50%.
For this purpose, the board fixes its tariffs which will earn
a rate of return of 8o per annum on the average value of its net fix-
ed assets in operation* 18 This rate is after meeting all operating
expenses, including depreciation, but before meeting interest payment,
Table 23 shows a comparision of rates of return for electricity
and gas utilities between Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan for the
period 1961 to 1967. The data show that the return rates of these
utilities in Hong Kong are much higher than that of in Singapore and
Taiwan. Although these utilities in Singapore are controlled by
Government, the Public Utility Board is entitled to fix its tariffs
high enough to generate a reasonable return in order to make the
Board financially sound.19 The capital shares of the Taiwan Power
Company is largely owned by Taiwan Government but there is still
about 8% privately owned. Its rates of return considered as rea_
sonable were 9.1% and 8.2% for 1965 and 1966 respectively.20
In the United States, the operating-ratio method is generally
accepted for evaluating transit cases, In judging a transit company's
need for additional revenues, the government agency compares the
operating ratio resulting from actual operations with the operating
ratio found necessary to provide a reasonable return. After conducting
a comprehensive investigation of over 200 passenger. carriers, the
18
National Electricity Board of the States of Malaya, The
Seventeenth Annual Report, 31st August, 1966, 66l9 9 , pp. 103-40
20Public Utilities Board Singapore, 'Annual Reort 1967, P. 14.
The Taiwan Power Company, Taipower 1966. n. PA-
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TABLE 23








China Gas a Sibfapore
b
1961 30.2 19.8 8.9 10.6 6.7
1962 24.6 21.1 11.5 6.0 11.2 8.5
1963 24.9 20.8 12.1 7.2 6.7 8.8
1964 14.6 20.8 11.3 9.5 7.9 10.6
1965 14.3 19.0 5.6 9.4 10.0 3.5
1966 11.9 18.1 7.3 7.8 12.5 8.1
1967 13.4 17.4 9.3 6.8 11.0 8.0
Sources:a Annual Reports and Accunts of the Companies, 1961-1967.
b Singapore Public Utilies Board. Annual Report 1967.
c Committee of Public Enterprise,Combined Annual Repont 1967. Minietry of
Economic, Taiwan.
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Interstate Commerce Commission concluded that an operating ratio,
before federal income taxes, of 85%, or about 93% after such taxes,
would be a reasonable standard.21 In other words, the reasonable
rate of return for transit company would be about 7j% of total revenue.
In United Kingdom, the transport companies other than that owed by
British Transport Commission have a rate of return on the current
value of physical assets of about 9-100 generally. 22
Based on the above comparison, we conclude that, with the
exception of bus companies, most of the utility companies in Hong
Kong earn a generous profit which is much higher than in other countries.
In 1967, the Kowloon Motor Bus earned a profit of 4.9 of its total
revenue which is below the reasonable standard even in the United
States*
INTRINSIC FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION
Besides the above comparison study, there are other relevant
factors which should also be evaluated before some conclusion can
be arrived. Such factors which are pointed out by the management of
transit companies as the basis for arguement are discussed briefly
in the following sections.
THE EXPIRATION OF CONCESSION
Some of the top management of utility companies held the view
that the Government should allow a higher rate of return for those
utility companies which have a shorter period of concession. The
21
Paul J. Garfield, and Wallace P. Lovejoy, Public Utility
Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964Y-,P. 820-
22k
.M. Gwilliam, Transport and Public Polic L ondons George
Allen Unwin Ltd., 1964)9 P. 117.
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reason is that when the franchise expires, the company may lose
the right to continue its operation. Therefore, the shareholders
bear a higher risk in holding the shares of such a utility com-
p any •
This is true only when the legislation provides a term that
the undertaking will be transferred b a certain body without com-
pensation at the end of franchise period. Since there is no such
a term, it would be logical to assume that the company will still
own the undertaking when the concession expires. If such under-
taking can be disposed of at a reasonable price.. the company will
not suffer a loss.
There is some evidence that a renewal of the franchise term
will be possible if the company can maintain adequate and satis-
factory services. And such services are worthwhile to maintain from
the viewpoint of community welfare. Therefore, such events are
likely to follow one of the following coursess
(1) the company will be granted a new franchise
(2) the Government will resume the operation of
services or
(3) a third party will operate the service.
In the first case, it is obvious that the company will suffer no
loss. In the second case, asprovided under the legislation, the
Government would have to pay a fair compensation for the value of
the undertaking. In the third case, the Government authority consid-
ers it reasonable to assume that in granting a franchise to a
third party the Government would require payment for the present
undertaking at a reasonable value. 23
The ferry companies argued that the construction of the cross-
harbour tunnel will have a great influence on their future profits..
For this reason, they are thinking of applying for a fares revision
23Transport Advisory Committee, Re ort on the Start, perry
Compa- 4Y -' s Application for Revision of Fares and Charges, March
1966, P. 18 Supplied by Department of Transport, Hong Kong
Government).
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and royalty reduction. To protect the interest of shareholders,
the companies should apply to the Government for a proper compen-
sation instead of raising fare-charges, because the Government will
receive additional royalty from the new franchise granted to the
tunnel company. In fact the Government did assume liability for
any compensation it may be decided to pay to the ferry companies
arising from the following statements
It is already common knowledge that the capital development
of the ferry companies has been adversely affected by the delay
in a decision on the tunnel. It would have to be a condition of
any approval of a tunnel project that the existing franchise
holders should not suffer financially by fulfilling their obligations
under the franchises and that they should not be inhibited from
further appropriate development. "24
Although this statement of the Government's undertakings given
in 1956 may not be conclusive, it would provide a basis for ferry
companies to apply for a proper compensation, so that the threats
of loss will be to some extent, offset by such a compensation. It
would be unfair to the ferry users if the companies put additional
burden on them simply because their business are influenced by
tunnel operations.
ROYALTY
Though exclusive franchise had been granted to each of the
electricity companies, they are required to pay no royalty to
the Government. As for the gas company the Government did not
issue any exclusive franchise; it operates as an ordinary commer-
cial company. The remaining seven utility companies are required
to pay a considerable amount of royalty on certain basis. Table 24
shows the different base of royalty computation and the result
24
Ibid. , p. 17 .
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TABLE 24
ROYALTI7S PAYABLE UNDER FRANCHISE ORDINANCES
Amount of Royalty as per centCompany
Royal tya Base of Computation of Gross Receiptsa
(HK$)Kowloon Motor Bus
Co. 19,731,000 20 per cent of gross receipts. 20
China Motor Bus
Co. 3.000.000 1046 per cent of net profit.
Hongkong & Yaurnati
25 per cent of net profit,Ferry Co 4,305,000 10
Hong Kong Tramways
Co. 2,265,000 23.125 per cent of net profit 9
Hong Kong Telephone
3bCo. 1,772,000 8 dollars per line.
Star Ferry Co. 3276,000 From to 15 per cent of gross receipts
and 80 per cent of receipts from
advertising on piers: subject to
limitation on net rofits of
25 per cent.
Peak Tramwavs Co. 47.000 5 per cent of first $700.000 of
annual gross receipts and 10 per cent
of all over &700.000
Total 31.346.000
aThe data for the financial year 1966.
bEstinated figure based on the assumrtion that the number of business and
residential lines is eoual




when they are converted into the same base of gross receipts of
each company.
A total of $31 million of royalty was paid to the Government
in 1966, of which about $20 million came from the Kowloon Motor
Bus Company. This payment is in addition to normal rates, taxes,
duties and rents paid to the Government for facilities provided
such as ferry piers. One will be surprised bar the great variation
in percentage charges to gross receipts as royalty. Although
we have no information as to how these bases are derived, these
are against the objective of utility undertakings. The objective
of the public.utility is,to provide service at the lowest possible
charges to benefit the public. An imposition of royalty would
mean a discriminatory tax on service users, especially when a
large portion of the service revenue is paid as royalty to the
Government.
MANAGEMENT SAND CAPITAL RISK
Some of the public transport companies have pointed out that
they should have a rate of return higher than that of other utilities, 25
for example electricity, telephone, or gas company. The reason is
that a large part of the management of the public transport undertak-
ings involve the management of labour, and, to some extent, labour
management would be more difficult than other sectors of management.
Therefore, when profitability is to be compared with China Light
and Power or Hong Kong Telephone Company, some additional allowance
should be made for the public transport companies because they are
relatively more labour-intensive instead of capital-intensive.
25
Based on one bus company and one ferry company interviewed.
In fact the Star Ferry Company had pointed out the factor of
labour-intensive as one of the supplementary arguement for fare
revision in 1965.
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Though we do not have conclusive evidence against such argument, it
may not be true. For example, a firm collecting refuese from block
of flats usually employs little assets, such firm could have a
very high rate of return and yet not be very profitable. Further-
mmre, in a capital-intensive undertaking, the shareholders are
usually required to bear larger capital risks.
In a growth economy, most of he utility companies face a
natural growth rate. The companies make additional investment
based on the forecasts of future demand. It follows that the
greater the risk of errors in forecasts, the greater the risk
of investment profitability. The accuracy of these forecasts would
depend on the length of time, the longer the period the greater
the risk of error. In the case of an electricity company, in-
vestment in a new generating station has to be decided five years
or more before it earns income. In the case of a public transport
company, the time between placing an order for a ferry or a certain
number of buses and its commissioning for operation is about the
one year. Although there is a difficulty in projecting population
growth on demand for transport services, the risk of unprofitable
investment are less for a public transport company if compared
with electricity, gas, and telephone utilities.
Furthermore, the risk of investments can also be compared
on the basis of amount to be spent on a marginal unit of asset.
For example, in the case of an extra power station $50 million
is needed, while in the case of a passenger ferry $2 million will
be adequate, in the case of an extra bus the amount will be even
much less. People may argue that the cost of raising small
amount in equity capital will be high, but when the amount is
small enough it is possible to raise a bank loan.
The above comparison seems to show that the risks are even
greater in the cases of electricity, gas, and telephone companies.
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One may argue that,during 1967 disturbance, the profits of
public transport companies were affected greatly while that
of other utility companies were not. This is true but little
weight can be given to it because such condition rarely happened.
PROFIT FROM INVESTMENTS
Some executives of public transport companies commented
that to calculate the rate of return on the basis of total net
assets would be inflated if the companies have a certain amount
of investment assets and such assets usually generate a high rate
of return. The writer accepts that such argument has a certain
validity. In order to verify this point, the data are adjusted
to exclude the investment assets and the investment income in the
calculation of rate of return for those companies which have
investment assets.
Table 25 shows a comparison of the rates of return on overall
net book assets and on net book value of utility assets. The rates
of return based on overall net book assets are the same figures as
reported in Table 16. To compare with these figures, a rate of
return based'on net book value of utility assets is calcu-
lated by excluding book, investment assets and investment income
in the computation. There is/no significant difference for most
of the utility compnies between these two series of rate of return
as we can see. The Hong Kong Tramways Company, with the largest
investment assets anong the utility companies, shows that the rate
of return was even higher when the investment assets and invest-
ment income were excluded in the calculation. In the case of Kow-
loon Motor Bus Company, the rate of return/on net book value of
utility assets shows significantly lower than that of on total net
book assets in the past two years because the company sold investv
ments and land for profits of $440,000 and $673,000 in 1967 and
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TABLE 25
A COMPARISON OF THE RATE OF RETURN ON OVERALL NET BOOK ASSETS AND ON NET BOOK VALUE OF UTILITY ASSETS
1963 - 1968
Company 1963 1965 1966 19671964 1968
Over- Uti- 'Over- Uti- Over- Uti- 'Over- Uti- 'Over- Uti- Over- Uti
b b b b
all lity all lity all Iity i a.1_l lity all l__ l ty all litv
Hongkong China Gas Co. 6.7 6.7 8.0 10.0 1o9o 1205 12.5 1100 1101?a9 10.L+ 10o5
Star Ferry Co. 5®ohAII1900 19.2 19.5 1906 13*9 13*9 6.2 4 14.5 1209
Hongkong Yaumati Ferry Co. 826.4 26.5 28®2 8.7 2?e3 230327. 28 ®0 25.3 2 5.4 18o4
Hong Kona Tramways Co. 18.7 23*2 17.3 22 .8 17.0 22.5 16.k- 21.2 1301 1300 150J31 5-01
C 1 Q. L+Peak Tramway Coo 19.0 160.5 16,9 11®8 14*3 25.1 24.8 l8o4 1907 16o5 1509
Kowloon Motor Bus Co. 14.8 1L0? 11 0335.1 34.3 2k.7 2k.8 22®3 22.1 X039 308
China Motor Bus Co. 20.8 2 0,5 14*1 8.0 Qo1100 10081 5.0 13G3 1.7 Q', a 903
aHong Kong Electric Comna.nir and Hong Kong Telephone ompany reported. no i„restment assets
and investment income during 1963-1968. At the same time China fight Power Co nrany did make a certain
amount of security investment but it did not report the investment income aravs
bBoth investment assets and investment income are exc1.,1.d.ed i ca.icuia.tirp- the rate of return
on net book va] ue of utilit assets.
cThe Peak Tramways Co:npanir has a corrhined fina.r.cia.l .renn't for its property investment and
tramways operations Though the two resources of income are reported s°rarate? , the two groups of assets
are combined in the reports Therefore the separation of the assets for this calculation i s mainl:r based
on judgment.
Source: Annual reports and Accounts of the Co^lpan__es, 19 2 168
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1968 respectively. Therefore, the rates of return reported in
Table 16 show no inflation but enen a little conservative in
some cases.
CONCLUSIONS
In summing up the discussion of rate of return of utility
companies in Hong Kong, it comes to the effect that a fair treat-
ment between investors and consummers lies on the application of
practical judgment to the complex situation,26 no generally accept-
ed formulae can be applied to different utility companies. By
weighing the various considerations which are discussed above, the
writer tries to come to some conclusions based largely on judgment.
The basic criterion used for judging the fairness of rate
level is the capital-attracting adequacy. It is obvious that if
the rate of return earned by a utility company is comparable to
that of ordinary corporation with similar risk, then such a rate
of return would fulfill the capital attraction criterion. Att-
raction of capital is not as the ultimate goal, rather as something
which will necessarily follow if a comparable rate is paid."27
Therefore, fairness to existing investors is the primary concept
and attraction. of new investors is a supplementary concept.
It has been a trend that the rates of return of utility
companies dropped slowly in recent years (see Table 18). Due
to the unsuual high return in earlier years, most of them still
earn a considerable high return. Some of them earn a return.
higher than the-expected average return (16.5%) of a commercial
firm in low-risk business. For the period 1959-67. about 60%,
26
Harold Leventhal, Vitality of the Comparable Earnings
Standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy,
Yale Law Journal, May 1965, p. 1018,
27Harold Leventhal, Vitality of the Comparable Earnings
Standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy,
Yale Law Journal, May 1965, p. 1016.
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of the well-established listed firms had a rate of return below
15% in average, and few companies,. iad a return more than 2CF/Of on
net book assets. The three cases of well-documented schemes
of control show a return approximately of the range 11% to 14%
on net book assets. The rates of return of public utilities in
the United States, Singapore, United Kingdom, Taiwan and Malaya
were of the range 7% to 12% generally. The profits of utility
companies in Hong Kong are statutory allowed at a reasonable
Letel. They do not run commercial risks of bad debts and market
competition. Based on these information and the relevant fa6tors
discussed in the previous sections it is appropriate to conclude
that the rates of return for utility companies in Hong Kong should
be within the range of 10% to 14% on net book assets. In fact the
Hongkong China Gas Company which represents a competitive mark-
et and is free from Government control earned 10.4% in average
during 1959-1967. For those companies which have a return for
a relevant number of years higher than 14% or lower than 100,10
should be reviewed and bring their charges and returns to the
level which is fair to investors and consumers.
China Motor_ Bus will be on the right way if it can maintain
its profit at 1966 level. In case such profit level cannot be
mentioned, a royalty reduction would be justified to ensure
the benefit of the public as well as the shareholders. The Star
Ferry has recovered quickly after the abandoment of Hung Han
Service, and one would suspect the necessity of fares revision
in 1966 if Hung Hom Service is not to be retained. The Kowloon
Motor Bus becomes the real problem company, because its returns
from bus operation for 1967 and 1968 were substantially lower than
any other utility company, and far below 10% in 1968. A further
inquiry for this company would be necessary.
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THE CASE OF KOWLOON MOTOR BUS COYANY
The steady increase in traffic had made possible for
Kowloon Motor Bus to earn a generous return and to keep charges
to the public more or less constant for the past twenty years, but
this era is now drawing to an end due to two major causes: in-
creasing operating costs, and incr-easing amount of royalty
paid. Chart VI shows that the increase in wages and salaries
has been much quicker than that of gross fare receipts since
1963. The result is that the net profit from bus operation,
as shown in chart VII , dropped rapidly during the same period.
There has been an increase in operating costs, particularly
wages, maintenance costs, and administrative expense. Increases
in wages and salaries are due to increases in the number of
employees as well as increases in the rate of pay. There have
been four increases in the wage rate of an average of 12% in
each increase since 1960. As a result, the percentage of wages
and salaries to gross fare receipts increased by ll%o since 1961.
Table 26 reveals that with royalty being fixed at 20% on
gross fare receipts, increases in operating costs have been
fully absorbed by the company and have greatly reduced the net
profits from bus operation. Hence, increases in traffic revenues
have nearly doubled the royalty between 1961 and 1967. At the
same time, the increases in wages and salaries have more than
doubled. Therefore, the net profit from bus operation reduced
by 62%o to compare 1963 with 1967. Consequently the recent level
of return , is below The remunerative position which is legally
entitled.
In the case of Star Perry Company, the Transport Advisory
Committee fixed a rate of return in which profits arising from
the undertaking, after allowing depreciation at the company's
rates but before deduction of royalty and taxation, are expressed
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CHART VI
TNDICES OF GROSS FARE RECEIPTS AND WAGES
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Source: The Kowloon Motor Bus Company, as shown in Table 26
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TABLE 26
ROYALTY, WAGES AND SALARIES, AND NET PROFIT, 1961-1968
The Kowloon Motor Bus Company, Limited
(Money Amounts in Thousands of Hong Kong Dollars)
Year ended Wages Gross Net Profit Net profit Wages & Salaries
14th Royalty and fare for the as per ent of as per cent of
February Salaries Receipts Undertaking Gross Receipts Gross Fare Receipts
1961 11,848 20,393 59,240 11,154 18.8 34.4
1962 13,809 24,216 69,045 11,085 16.1 35.1
1963 15,731 26,358 78,655 13,313 16.9 33.5
1964 16,679 32,038 83,395 9,876 11.8 38.4
1965 18,441 36,052 92,205 8,970 9.7 39.1
1966 19,719 41,933 98,595 6,175 6.3 42.5
1967 20,492 45,328 102,460 4,586 4.5 44.2
1968 15,857 35,886 79,285 1,876 2.4 45.3
"Net profits from bus operation excluding investment and other income.
Source: Information supplied by The Kowloon Motor Bus Company, Limited.
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as a percentage of the average fixed assets used in the under-
taking. By using the same definition, the rake of return for
Kowloon Motor Bus , as shown in Table 27, was 68.7% in the peak
year of 1963 and was 28.76 in 1968, which were much higher than
16% allowed for the Star Ferry Co. A rate of return after tax
and royalty on the same rate base for Kowloon Motor Bus was only
2.9% in 1968. Obviously 25.8% was taken by the Government as
royalty and taxation. For Star Ferry company the allowed rate
of return after tax aad royalty would be around 11%, which re-
veals that only 5% was assessed by government. Therefore, it
is clear that the severe profit squeeze is mainly derived
from the irrational base for royalty calculation.
In addition to the rising costs pitted against a fixed
selling price. There may have other complications as well,
such as the questionable quality of management---lack of
foresight and delays in planning and implementation, and the
suspicion that nepotism and connections tended to remain in a
close private atmosphere even after the public had been invited
to participate 25% of its total capital share. The company
closes its books on February, but the Directors announce. the
report and accounts in October, a delay of eight months.
Therefore, the directorate and management should also be blamed,
for they have not put forward their case as early and
as vigorously as they should have.
Table 27 shows that the profits from bus operations
assessed by Government as royalty and taxation were much greater
than the profits made for shareholders. In such a condition,
to restore the company to a remunerative position, the royalty
should be reduced to the level to make a return to shareholders
reasonable. It would be quite unfair to increase fare charges
by remaining the royalty rate at present level because a major
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TABLE 27
COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA, 1963-1968
The Kowloon Motor Bus Company, Ltd
(Money Amounts in Thousands of Hong Kong Dollars)
1966 19681965 19671963 1964Item
65,227Average Fixed Assets 65,16544,884 50.549 70,72655,607
12,480 21,1497,043 (68)7,448Capital Expenditure 5.762
26,26326,802 18,71628,80727,947Profits before tax and royalty 30,829
16,84019,837 21,67720,62717,516 18,071Taxation and royalty
6,175 4,586 1,8768,97013,313Profits after tax and royalty ,5869,876
411 2010692Staff and Managers' Bonuses 1,044 781
Equity Earnings (including
2,4766, 2935,534other income) 12,870 5,0719,628
Profits before tax and royalty
as Percentage of average
28.741.1fixed assets 68.7 55.3 37.151.8
Profits after tax and royalty
as percentage of average
2.96.5fixed assets 16.129.7 19.5 9.5
Source: Annual Renorts and Accounts of the Comapny,1963-1968.
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part of the additional income would again go to the Government,
and which would mean an additional tax to service users.
The profit has not dropped low enough to justify a fare
increase. A reduction inroyalty of 8% to 10% would be enough
to restore the whole situation to normal, and the remaining
rate of royalty assessment will still be comparable to other
public transport companies. If a royalty rate was 10J of the
gross fare roceipts then the result for the past three years
will be as followss
Year Net profit from Net profit as Net profit asbus operation percentage of aver- percentage of gors(HK $'1000) age fixed assets fare receipts
1966 14 ,554 22.3 14.81967 13,295 18.8 13.01968 8,616 13.2 10.9
In conclusion, a fare increase would not be the wisest
course for the company and quite obviously the directors and
Government realize this. The writer doubts the necessity of
a fame increase, in fact it is unfair to the public because a
major part of such increase would agair/pay to the government as
royalty. Therefore, the solution of the company's problem must
lie in an adjustment of the royalty paid.28 In addition, a
proper suppervision of the company should be imposed to ensure
the efficiency in operation.
28The announcement of 5% reduction in royalty on May 29, 1969
will not be enough. Unforthnately, the Transport Adisory Committee
still insist on a fare increase forthe next two or three years.
The writer finds it difficult to support if the royalty rate




The discussion of fair rate of return in the preceding
chapter throws some light on the level of such rg#e of public
utilities in Hong Kong. But the questions as to the selection
of specific rates and rate relationships so as to ensure sales
promotion (growth of earnings) and to protect these earnings
against business depression still remain. To deal with these
questions, it is the purpose of this chapter to state some basic
principles of rate making, and based on such principlies to eva-
luate the present rate structures of public utilities.
CRITERIA OF A SOUND RATE STRUCTURE
Rate-structure problems are more complex than problems of
a fair return. They are even less amenable to solution by refer-
ence to definite principles or rules of rate making.1 By way of
illustration, we may note the note the conflict between the
desirable attribute of simplicity and the otherwise desirable
attribute of close conformity to the principle of service at
cost. Due tc/such conflict, the pra_ctical rate maker would
look in vain to any theory of public utility rates for a
scientific method of reaching the optimum solution.2 The wise
choice will be a wise compromise. The ultimate purpose of rate
theory is that of suggesting feasible measures of reasonable rates
and rate relationships, an intelligent choice of these measures
depends primarily on the accepted objectives of rate-making
policy and secondarily on the need to minimiz.e undesirable
side effects of rates otherwise best designed to attain these
hieetives."3
1
The complexity is due to-the mass of technical detail invol-
ved in.the design and administration of workakle rate schedule for
different types of utility enterprises, and to the inability of
the fate maker to predict the effect of changes in rates on de-
mand for the services and' hence on costs of supply.
2James C. Bonbright, Principle of ublic -utility Rates
(N.Y. Columbia University press ,1966) , p. 285
3Ibid., p. 290
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BASID OBJECTIVES IN RATE MAKING
The following are some objectives of wide-spread acceptance.
They are
1. the financial-need objective-,. which takes the form of
a fair return on investment with respect to private
utility companies
2. the fair-cost-apprortionment objective, which invokes
the reasoning that the burden of meeting total revenue
requirements must be distributed fairly among the
beneficiaries of the service and
3. the optimum-use objective, under which the rates are
designed to discourage the wasteful , . use of utility
services while promoting all use that is economically
justified in the view of the relationship between costs
incurred and benefits received.
These three objectives should be the basic reasoning for
designing rate struature,4 though they, particularly the last
two, may be difficult to distinguish in actual ap,plicatic)n _
A LIST OF ATTRIBUTES OF A RATE STRUCTURE
1hhat are the good attributes to be sought and the bad attri-
butes to be avoided or minimized in the development of a sound rate
structure? Many different answers have been summarized in the
treatises on utility economics. The list that follows is derived
4These three objectives first implied in Professor John
Maurice 'lark's treatise::: The chief purpose of a rate system
should be to earn a reasonable total return, to develop the
utmost use of facilities so long as very service pays a least
its differential cost, and to distribute residual costs fairly
according to the responsibility of different users for the amount
of these costs. Studies inthe Economics_of .-Overhead CQ$tq
Chicago: University of Chicage Press, 1965), p. 322. Professor
James C. Bonbright in his Principles of Public Utility Rates has
elaborated in detail.
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from a treatise5 written by Professor Bonbright of Columbia
University, a well-known economist on utility rates and finance.
The sequence of presentation is not necessary in the order of
relative importance.
1. The related, practical attributes of simplicity,
understandability, public acceptability, and feasibility
of application.
2. Freedom from controversies as to proper interpretation.
3. Effectiveness in yielding total revenue requirements for
a fair retnrn on inve s tmentn.
4. Fairness of the specific rates in the apportionment of
total costs of service among the different consumers.
Avoidance of undue discrimination in rate relation-
ships.
5. Efficiency of the rate classes and rate blocks in dis-
couraging wasteful use of service while promoting all
justified types and amounts f use:
(a) in the control of the total amounts of services
supplied by the company
(b) in the control of the relatives uses of alternative
types-of service (on-peak versus off-peak electricity,
first class travel versus second class travel, etc.).
6. Stability of the rates themselves, with a minimum of
unexpected changes seriously adverse to existing customers.
(The best tax is an old tax.)
This list of items is useful in reminding the rate maker of
considerations that might otherwise escape his attention., and is
also useful.in evaluating an existing rate structure to judge
whether the undesirable side effects have been avoided or mini-
mized. These attributes will be employed asfbasic criteria in the
5James C. Bonbright, Principle of Public Utility Rates
(N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1966), p. 289.
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discussion of rate structure in this chapter.
ELECTRICITY TARIFF AND CHARGES
ILiETER RENTS
Before 1969 both companies charged a monthly rent for each
meter installed. Hong Kong Electric charged 50.E for a single-
phase meter and $1.00 for a three-phase meter. These charges
have'.,been abandoned since the introduction of single-meter tariff
(January 1, 1969)o China Light charges 50 cents for a meter of
between 1 and 5 amps capacity aid $1.00 for a meter of over 5 amps
capacity. These charges are strongly opposed by the consumers.
They contend that it is an attempt to charge them something for
nothing. The meters are employed to measure the electric current,
the goods the company sells to consumers. The rate per unit of
electricity is the selling price which the public pay for the
lighting and power just as in other commercial dealings, people
pay the price only. In contrast, the water-supply bills do not
include any charge. for the watermeter.
The companies referred ID the absence of a minimum charge
on consumers as a defensd against public criticism, and suggested
that the charge could be more accurately termed service main-
tenance charge or consumer service charge. The basis of this
reasoning is that, once a consumer is connected, there are cer-
tain expenses which have to be met whether or not the consumer
actutally uses any current consequently, a charge to cover these
expenses is justifiable.6 This arguament may not be sound, since
it is unfair to the consumer who uses a large block of current if
of
compared with the one who ises little current. The same amount rents
6Electricity Supply Com anies Commission Report 1959 (Hong
Kongs The Government Press, 1959). p• 9.
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is. charged to them, but the former brings a greater amount of
profit to the company than the latter. To be fairer, the writer
appreciates the method of initial charge enployed by Hong Kong
Electric under single-meter tariff system. For connection to
supply with no consumption or any consumption yp to 10 units
in a month a fixed amount ($2.5) will be charged but no rent for
meter.?
SERVICE CHARGE
It has been the policy of each electricity company under
certain conditions to make a charge for service connection. China
Lighy merely states that service charges where applicable will
be quoted on request, and no installation will be connected to the
mains unless all service and connection charges have been paid.8
For meter installation the company makes no service charge provided
that the consumer takes a supply for a period exceeding six months,
but it reserves the right to make such charge in case a consumer
takes a supply for a shorter period.9
Hong Kong Electric makes certain kinds of charges on conditions
of supply. It makes a connecting charge of $4.00 which may be
waived if a consumer makes a deposit and takes a supply for not
less than 12 months,10 and no additional charge will be made provid-
ed that the meter position is less than 100 feet from its existing
7
Statement by the Hong Kong Eler tric Co. Ltd. Smith Ch,
Morning Posts Feb. 25, 1969.
8Rules and Regulations, (Hong Kong: China Light Power Co.
Ltd. Revised 31st March, 1949, P. 7, (supplied by the Company
91bid., p. 12. China Light also makes a minimum charges of
$5.00 for changing position of meter, fuses etc. A charge of $10.00
for testing meter when it was within 2% fast or slow, but no charge
when its error exceed 2%. The company makes no charge for first
test for new consumer, but a-charge of $10.00 for any subsequent
test.
10This charge covers the cost of providing and fixinga meter
ing the installation,
board, meter, and one visit for the purpose of testing aad inspect-
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low tension mains. Whffn the length of service cable required is
more than 100 feet, the company may require payment for either
the whole or a portion of the total cost of such cable to be laid
to the high tension feeding point. Finally, both companies make
a charge of $4.00 for reconnecting each meter disconnected owing
to non-payment of accounts, deposits or additional deposits. In
addition, it has also been the policy of each company under cer-
tain circumstances to make refund : .n part or in full in cases
where a high initial charge was made and suUsequent development
has rendered such refund reasonable* 11
The Companies are following similar practice in other part of
the world, although, sometimes, their practices are even more gen-
erous by comparison, for example, than the United Kingdom. In
United Kongdom, a revenue guarantee is sometimes accepted in lieu
of a service charge, aid usually do not provide any free service
cable. Although the companies are entitled to make a service
charge, they usually do not have a definite rule to serve as a
criterion for such charge. The author feels that a broad governing
regulation for service charges sometimes could mean no regulatio4.
In order to haveetter consumer relations, more definite guiding
regulations should be set out to make the/charges more standardlized.
TARIFF STRUCTURES
In 1959, the Electricity Supply Companies Commission was
informed by China Light Power that the general policy of the
company is to subsidize industry by charging artitrarily at
11
There can be two types ofjbConnection to the electricity
supply. One involves a connection to existing low tension
distributing mains, and the other involves the extension of an
existing distributor. bometimes, the extension of the existing
high-pressure systems is also required. The first type of connect-
ion usually related to urban areas, and the second type would cost
higher.
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at a level which does not reflect, in some cases even below, the
cost of production. In this respect, the commission pointed out
that the company offends two principles which they feel should
be basic to the fixing of rate structure.12 Namely:
(1) There should be no undue preference as between consumers
or groups of consumers.
(2) The rates charged to each group of consumers should
broadly reflect the cost of production of the elect-
ricity supplied to that group.
The management of Hong Kong Electric Company said that the single-
meter tariff, is to implement these principles laid down by the
commission.. Actually, the commission did not'recommend merely
these two principles for designing new tariff, but they used
they for criticizing the policy of China Light. To design a
sound rate structure, more attributes, as stated earlier, should
be considered. Before discussing the rate structures of electricity
companies a brief conment on some particular aspects of the pro-
blem will be helpful.
The Load Factor.. The load factor has been defined briefly as
the ratio of the average-power used (average demand or load) to the
maximum power used (peak demand) during a certain period of time.
We may thus have load factor for a day, a month, or a year, and
annual load factor is most important in cost analyses. The ratio
measures economy in the use of plant capacity. A higher load
factor expresses greater economic productivity than a lower load
factor. Because electricity cannot be stored, the producer has
to be prepared to supply the consumer whenever he wants it.
Obviously, the demand for electricity is not constant throughout
the day, nor in different seasons of the year. Thus, this load
12
1lectricit au 1 Companies Commission Report 1269 (H,K.:
The Government Press, 1959). P• 15-16.
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factor should be taken into account in assessing the cost of
production of the units used by a consumer or a group of con-
sumers.
The Diversity Factor. Diversity maans the degree to which
the demands of different consumers coincide in time. If the peak
demand for service comes at different times, the same plant capacity
can be made to serve different consumers. Professor Glaeser de-Rived
the diversity factor as 'the ratio of the sum of the maximum power
demands of the subdivisions of any system, or parts of a system,
to the maximum demand of the Whole system, or of part of the
system under consideration, measured at the point of supply.13,
Obviously, with respect to any very large group, it is highly
improbable that their individual maximum demands will come to-
gether. The diversity factor of industrial and cmmmercial con-
sumers is lower than that of domestic consumers because business
operations bring less variation in demand from time to time.
But there ishigher diversity between the three classes. of consumers.
Economies of Scale. The expansion of business makes it possible
for electricity company to secure fuller utilization of existing
plants as well as to expand the capacity of plants. In Hong Kong,
the capacity of electricity generating plants of each company has
been expanded several times during postwar years, With the enlarg-
ed scale of operations, the companies gain effeciency through labour
13Martin G. Glaeser, Public Utilities in American Capitalism
(N.Y. : The Macmillan Co., 1957T P-1, 174• or example:
Separately Time of Maximum Coincident
Consumers Required Capacity Separate Demand at 4:30.m.
Peak
A 35 4:30 p.m. 35
B 25 :30 p.m. 5
C 20 6:00 p.m. 10
Total 80 50
By installing separate plants the total capacity would be 80
kilowatts, but only 50 for the joint plant. The diversity factor
is 80/50 = 1.6.
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and managerial specialization so that the cost of product per
unit could be lowered.
These three factors are desirable to be taken into consideration
in determining the price for a specific consumer,particularly the
industrial consumers. A consumer with a good load factor should
always be benefited by charging a lower rate.
STANDARD TARIFFS OF THE COMPANIES
Before 1969, broadly speaking, the charges for electricity
supplies other than industrial bulk supplies were much the same
for both companies. There were separate charges for lighting and
power which were subject to discount at varying rates. In addition,
each company had a third special rate in the case of Hong Kong
Electric for special heating, and in the case of China Light for
cooking. It is obvious that with the existence-of more than one
rate, multiple metering are necessary.
Since early 1969, Hong Kong Electric has introduced a single-
meter tariff by dividing the.consumers into three classes (domestic,
commercial, and industrial), and designed different rate for each
class. The China Light uses the same rate schedule as before,, but
makes soma rebate from the existing rate charges.14
Table 28 and Table 29 show the standard tariff of China Light
and the 1968 standard tariff of Hong Kong Electric respectively.
These tariffs clearly show that the promotional element is not
incorporated to the rate structure. A promotional element means
an element whichEactively encourages a consumer to use more
electricity. The writer appreciates that the discount system
operates to a certain extent in promoting sales in differing
degrees. The discount system of China Light applicable to lighting
14
China Light also made an exhaustive study of the rate




STANDARD TARIFF, MARCH 1969
China. Light Power Company, Limited
Basic Charges
Kind of Rate
Units Consumed. Rate in Cents Percentage v
in a Month after Discount of. Discount
L-i hting First 1,000 27.0
Less i s
25.4
Next 4,ooo 25.0 704
Next 'g7 J w ooo 18.o 33.3
Over. 100,000 16,0 400?
Power First 1,000 1.6
Next 19 0OO 12,1 111
Next 8 o w o o o 20 . )10,8
Over 100,000 lo,6 22.1
Domestic Cooking'.
All units 11.5 flat
aThese basic: charges are subject to Fuel Clause, add
(or deduct) 0.1 cents -per unit for every complete '$3 of fuel oil
price above (or below) $100 per ton.
b Temporary rebate.




Hong Kong Electric Company, Ltd.
Basic Chargesa
Kind of Rate
Units Consumer? Pate in Cents Pe.r. centap'e
in a Month after Discount of Discount
Lighting First 159 88,0
Next 466 ti2606 1
q4nNext 25.2 10
Next 1560 238 15
Next 129 22.4 20
Next 3,125 21.0l 25
Next 3, 125 9e6
Next 125 18.2 35
Next 3,125 16.8 ko
Over 15.418 , 750 45
Pnifl1Pr First 1,000 12.0
5,Over I_nnn 11 .k
Special Heating
All units 11.5 flat
a These basic charges are subject to Fuel Clause, plus or
minus ... cents per Kwh for every complete increase or decrease
of 25 cents ner ton on the average delivered price per ton of oil
multiplied by the rates of the weight of oil burnt to the total
fuel burnt in any year.
Source: Information supplied by the company.
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operates an a sliding scale starting at 7.4 per cent on all units
consumed,but does not apply until 1,000 units have been consumed.
In the case of Hong Kong klectric's 1968 standard tariff,the
discount system was also on a sliding scale starting at 5 per
cent,but only in respect of units consumed in excess of 159.
This is indeed a prejudice against the majority of the genoral
public,who are the smaller consumers and whose mothly clcctric
bills are each below 100 units. This means that the majority
of domestic ,who are the smaller consumers and whose monthly olcctric
The china Light drops the lighting rate to a much lower level
after 5,000 units have been consumed. Obviously,fow domestic
consumers could benefit from such low rate. The writer feels
that the benefit of small consumers should be tariff. Though
consideration when china Light designs its new tariff. Though
Hong Kong Electric has improved this point in its single-mcter
tariff,there is room for further improvement.
SINGLE-METER TARIFF OF HONG KONG BLECTRIC CONPANY
The basic rcason for HongKong Electric to change over to
single-meter tariffs is that the cost of generating elcctricity
both for lighting and for power is exactly the same. The two
meter systems came about because the development of clectrical
appliances and apparatusintroduces a new use of electricity
for power other than for Lighting.To stimulate the use of
power so as to create a demand for electricity by day and after
dark,the company charged a rato for power lower than for lighting.
It is plainly unfair for one group of consumers who use more
electricity for lighting to subsidize another group of
consumer who use more power,for under the same reason, for
on consumer to subsidize another.15
15"statement by The Hong Kong Electric Co.,Ltd.,The Single-
meter Tariffs,"south china Norning Post,Feb.25,1969.
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The company renders service to many different consumers at
different rates of output and at different times. As mentioned
earlier, since electricity cannot be stored and the demand of con-
sumer will not keep constant from time to time, the demands of
electricity for lighting and for power are not necessarily at the
same time so that the cost of production need not be the same.
Chart VIII shows a typical daily load curve of an electricity com-
pany in Hong Kong. It is clear that part of the production capacity
will be idle during the off-peak period. Thus the electricity
tariff for the consumption during off-peak period should be lower
than that of during peak period. In certain cases, the rate for off-
peak consumption should be based on marginal costs,-so that the
public could get the maximum benefit from the existing * generating
plants.
Generally speaking, the Hong Kong Electric has followed the
appropriate reasoning in the design of single-meter tariff. It
offers a cheaper rate after discount for industrial supplies, but
such discount does not apply until 100 units have been consumed
(see Table 30)o This must mean that the small home industry with
a monthly consumption of below 100 units would receive no discount.
In the arthor's opinion, since -here are quite many small home
industries in the Colony it would be appropriate to divide the
first bl6ck of 90 units into two blocks and offer some discounts.
The industrial and commercial consumption of electricity start
from morning and continue to evening. These consumption would coin-
cide with the evtnng demand of street and domestic lighting so that
they form an evening peak demand which is much higher than the demand
in day time. Therefore, it may be inappropriate to design a rate
schedule which contains different charges for lighting and for power
in commerical and industrial supplies. But for domestic consumption,
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CHART VIII
.TYPICAL DAILY LOAD CURVE OF ELECTRICITY
1261260
MidnightP.M.NoonA.M.Midni ,ht
Source: China Light Power Company, Limitea.
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TABLE 30
STNGL. METER TARIFFS, 1969
Hong Kong Electric Company, L_mite
Basic Char- oTee
Kind of Pate
Units Con.eu.mecl. Pate in Cents per Pe_rcentar'e
in a lon.th un-if '-ft r Discount of Dscoun
Domestic Su-nr l i_e
O to 10 Monh.7r rn_r _rnurn charge of. ?,
Next 10 2 4.0
Next 20 11340 33.3
Next 60 15.0 37,
Next 144590 39x6
Nex 11000 13.5 4- ,.
Next 1 3.050 45, 8
Next 2,500 11,0 5k®2
Over 5,000 12.4 _ at
Commercial :Subnl.ies
0 to 10 Monthly minimum char. ee of ??. Sn
Next. 10 13.0
Next 20 21.5 6. 5
Next 60 21„4 8.7
Next 100 2Oo5 10,9
-7-/4.8Next 2,800 19.0
Next 2,000 12.0 47-8
Over. 5,000 14.O flat
Industrial Supplies
0 to 10 Monthly minimum charge of $2.5p.
Next 90 2,0
Next 2, 900 13. 46.o
Next 2,000 11.0 56.0
Over 5,000 12.7 fiat
. Source : Information supplied by the company, March 1969
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the case will be different.
The domestic consumption of electricity can be divided into
two parts, the basic lighting and the power consumption. The basic
lighting is considered as compulsory and relatively inflixible in
demand but the consumption of power is more flexible. The power
consumption is derived from electrical appliances, and such appliances
are mainly owned by middle-income class which composes a main part
of Hong Kong community. Due to limited source of income available,
each family of this class may be sensitive to electircity rate. They
may withdraw some electrical appliances and introduce some cheaper fuel,
such as gas and kerosene, if the power rate is considerably high. On
the contrary, a lower rate would attract more electrical appliances to
the families, so that people can enjoy a better life. As a public_
utility company, it should encourage the family with considerable in-
come to modernize their home instead of encouraging people to with-
draw their existing electrical appliances. In addition, the domestic
de nand of power for certain uses such as cooking, ironing, water
heating, etc., is usually incurred during off-peak period. Therefore,
it is desirable to differentiate the domestic power rate from the
domestic lighting rate, and to design the power rate based on mar-
ginal cost so as to promote all demand which is economically justi-
fied in the views of optimum-use of existing capacity and the bene-
fits of the public.
To maintain the single-meter tariff consistently for commercial,
industrial, and domestic supplies, one alternative would be to revise
the existing block rate of domestic supplies by lowering the tariff
of appropriate blocks of units which aim at the promotion of domes-
tic power consumption.16 As mentioned earlier, an intelligent design
lb For example,-if the average consumption of electricity for
lighting is 100 units per month for middle-income class then the
tariff above 100 units shouldfbe set at a level that approximates the
1968 power tariff of the company -- about 12 cents per unit.
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of the rate structure should reflect a wise compromise of all
relevant factors. The theory of rate structures is not a mere
theory of production-cost allocation through the aid of a modern
technique of cost accounting and cost analysis.-17 The production
cost is only a part of the total cost-of-service which is almost
impossible toincorporate to rate schedules. Because, in a real sense,
the supply of any one type of service to thousands of customers at
different locations constitutes the supply of a different product
to each customer.
As far as discrimination or preference is concerned, if it is
hard to draw lines between due and Undue forms and degrees of
price discrimination. When low rates are granted for types or
quantities of services which would not otherwise be attracted but
which will make some contribution to total revenue requirements over
and above mere incremental or marginal cost, no rate theory offers
a positive opinion against such discrimination. In fact, the public
interest might be served by a decrease in the rates for services in
highly elastic demand even at the expense of necessary increases in
the rates for services in inelastic demand)-8 But considerations of
income-distributive fairness would be likely to weigh against such
an arrangement. Therefore it is clear that a sound rate schedhle
should reflect not only the cost of production, but also all other
relevant factors.
In general, the Hong Kong Electric's single-meter tariff is
an improvement if compared with its old tariff and the tariff of
China Light. It is simple and will benefit low income groups.
The block rates of commercial and industrial supplies are well de-
signed to promote sales. The block rate of domestic supplies has
1'(
James C. Bonbright, Principles-of Public Utility Rates(N.Y.:
Columbia Univ Press, 1961), p. 296*
18Ibid. , p. 383.
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some real benefits to small consumers whose consumption of electri-
city for lighting is more than 10 units. But such benefit is not
received by the poor who live in huts and consume about 7 units per
month. Since the poor compose a considerable part of Hong Kong com-
munity, a public utility company should take them into consideration
by lowering the intial charge of domestic supplies so that they can
be benefited at the same time.
BULK SUPPLY
I
lehe system of charging for bulk supply differs markedly between
the two companies. Hong Kong Electric operates a maximum demand
tariff on the basis of special agreements with each consumer. In
setting up such maximum demand tariff, the company takes into con-
sideration the load factor and the cost of such service. The system
of charging operated by China Light, however, consisting of standard
rate which vary according to the number of units consumed and guaranteed
minimum consumption, takes little or even no account of load factor.
The policy of the company is to provide power for industrial consumers
at a rate which compares favourably with rates charged in those areas
which compete with Hong Kong's industries in world markets. 19 In other
words, it is the policy of China Light to subsidize industry.
The writer was told that such policy has been adopted in order
to help and encourage industry and thereby to increase employment.
Under such policy, the tariff for bulk supply operated by China Light
is not based on costing and load factor but is usually fixed arbitrarily
at a level which does not reflect the cost of production. The impli-
cation is that the margin on sales of electricity to bulgy consumers
(which may be negative figure) is less than the margin on sales to
other classes of consumers. It follows that one class of consumer
might have been subsidizing another class. This practice is against
China Light Power Company, Limited, Report of Board of Dir
ector s Chairman's Review Statement of Accounts, 1965, p. 18. -
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two widely accepted principles that the margins on s ales should be
approximately the same as between one group of consumersand another,
and that the rate of any supply should exceed the marginal cost.
There is no reason to doubt the company's assertion that in-
dustry has been subsidized in the sense as described above. But the
writer feels that this is not a proper way to benefit industry. Actu-
ally, within the framework of the policy of low prices for industry,
it should have been possible to devise a tariff which would give the
benefit of the lowest rates to the consumer with the best load factor.t,20
In fact, a substantial proportion of the consumers on bulk tariff oper-
ates twenty-four hours a day.
GAS RATES
The major demand for gas is from residential consumers. In
1968, the domestic consumption of gas accounted 55% ofthe total gas
consumed, 21 The future demand may be increased due to the increased
Rower rate in Hong Kong Island which makes domestic power consumers
looking for cheaper fuel.
Table 31 shows the standard gas rate imposed by the gas company
in Hong Kong. The rate is stated on the basis of the lumber of therms
delivered to the customers. Though therm is a common measure of
the quantity of heat in gas delivered, the therm rates wouldbe difficult
for consumers to check thei4bills against meter readings. Therm billing
has advantage only when the gas company distributes different types
of gas and gas mixtures with different Btu contents. 22 Under such
conditions, therm rate is adaptable to any type of gas, because it
20Electricit Supply Companies Commission Re ort 1959 H.K.:
Hong Kong Government Press, 1959), p. 15.
21Annual Rdeports to Shareholders of the Hong Kong China Gas
Company, Limited, 1968.




Hongkong China Gas Co., Ltd.
No. of units Unit Price PArc en t !Te
in Therms (HK. Dollars) of D i ,sc ount
1 0.6o a0 to 3
Next 7 2.86
Next 4o 2.81 1.7
Next 75 2.74 4.2
Next 125 2.62 8.4
Next 2 90 2.51 12.2
Next, 900 2.4O 16.1
Over I,0OC 2.3o 19.6
a Monthly minimum charges
Notes: 1 cubic foot = 455 Btu. 1 Therm = 220 cubic feet =
100,000 Btu. Spec- ?-j rates are offered on an. individual
basis for large i ndlu.strial and commercial consumers.
Source: Information supplied by the company, February 1969.
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employs as a unit of measure a common denominator that looks only
to the quantity of heat in gas delivered to customers. The Hongkong
China Gas Company does not distribute different types of gas mix-
tures, therefore there is no benefit to use therm billing. The author
feels that billing based on cubic feet delivered would be more appro-
priate for the gas company in Hong Kong.
Since the off-peak gas can be stored to meet the peak demand
period, the company does not establish class rate schedules that apply
individually to residential, commercial, aid industrial consumers. As
shown in Table 31, it employs a general rate schedule that is applicable
to all classes of its services. It is indeed the standard practice in
other parts of the world.
Chart IV shows the influence of daily temperatures over gas
sales. The - winter heating service may be increased greatly if the
appropriate blocks of the rate schedule are designed to be more com-
petitive with other fuels. The company did not follow the practice
to hire out domestic gas appliances to customers in order to stimulate
a
greater gas consumption. In Singapore, a total of 115,735 appliances
was let out on hire during the year 1967.23 The writer believes that
a much greater sale would be stimulated from middle-income group if
the Hongkong China Gas Company follows the same practice.
TELEPHONE RATES
Though an inctease in telephone rate has taken effect since
August 1964, the cost of telephone service in Hong Kong still is
one of the lowest in the world. Business lines pay a flat rental
of $ 350 per annum residential lines pay $235. There is no extra
charge for any call between the urban and suburban areas of the Hong
Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula.
Singapore Public Utilities Board Annual Report 1967, p. 52.
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Source: The Hongkong China Gas Company, Limited.
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Hong Kong is one of the few places in the world that has a
flat rate charge for the telephone service. Flat rate encourages
customer use and thereby contributes to the tremendous growth in
recent years. Customers generally prefer flat-rate service because
of the freedom of use and the certainty of the bill. In addition,
such rates are easy to understand and simple to administer. They
are justified by the relatively small area in which service is rendered.
Theoretically speaking, the design of telephone rate is deter-
mined mostly by value-of-service considerations Which are not pur-
ported to be precisely measurable.24 At the same time, a broad
recognition of cost differences among classes of service is also
necessary, so that the undue preference between each group of custo-
mers may be minimized. The value-of-service consideration allows
telephone rates to reflect the relative usefulness of different classes
of service to the public and the capacity of the different markets for
telephone service to bear charges. It would not be in the public in-
terest to base rates, for specific classes of service, upon cost alone,
because such rates would interfere the maximum development of the
market. For example, the value of telephone service is, in general,
much greater for business customers than for residential customers.
Rates based upon costs would not necessarily reflect these differences
adequately, but very likely would result in increased residential rates
and decreased business rates.
In Hong Kong, the classification of telephone service between
business and residential customers results in lower charge to re-
sidential customers this difference in rate levels reflects value-
of-service differentials. The business telephone clearly has mone-
tary value because it facilitates business transactions, and the
24
Paul J. Garfield, and Wallace V. Love joy, Public Utilit
Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.Y.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 9 1964 ,
P. 195.
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telephone bill is a cost of doing business which will be reflected
in the prices of goods sold. The residence telephone, on
the other hand, is a part of the cost of living. For these reasons,
the business customer is able and willing to pay more for service than
the residential customer.25 The comparatively lower residential
rates promote telephone development and increase the number of custo-
mers who can conveniently contact business firms.
Although the number of telephone in service has increased
rapidly in recent years, the service is still spotty, approximately
20,000 applications26 were still unfilled at-the end of 1968. Once
the demand for telephone service reaches a level of stability, the
flat rate will become inefficient for maximum development of the mar-
ket. At that time, measured service at a stated rate per message over
a fixed mixiimum rate would be more appropriate, because such rates
permit more variation and spread in bills if compared with the flat
rate. Furthermore, message rates permit a low minimum charge which
attracts customers who might not subscribe otherwise, and thus it
aims the maximum development of the market.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT -FARE RATES
Except some minor changes resulting from route extensions or
rearrangements, public transport fare rates have not been increased
for more than 20 years until the first-class fare of the Star Ferry
was raised by five cents in May 1966, and which affected only about
two per cent of the riders.27
' In the United States, the business rate is usually well over
twice the residence rate for similar telephone service in the larger
cities. (Public Utility economics, op, cit., p. 203)
26Hong Kong Telephone Company, Annual Report
and Accounts, 1968.
27As shown in Table 5 of Chapter one, Star Ferry aaccounted for
4.50 of total public passenger transportation in 1966. Assume that the
first- and second-class passengers divided equally, each accounted for
2.25%
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Fares are based either on fare sections which rouhly
measure the distance travelled or on the classes of accoiw iodation
within the vehicles for which different fare are charged. On
some outlying ferry services, fares are measured by taking
into consideration both distance and class. The fare structures
are composed of a standard cash fare plus one or more wholesale
fare options. Cash fares are collected by hand, either through
a turnstiles or by conductors on the vehicle. Wholesale fare
options are usually in the form of unlimited monthly pass.
Cash fares are not transferable as between vehicles of the
same or o different companies.
REGULAR CASH FARES
she regular cash fares charged by the public transport
undertahings vary from one to another. A summary of such
fares is approximately as follow:
HonC on Trail. 20 cents first class, 10 cents "second
class for distances up to 6.6 miles in Hong Kong Island.
Peak gram. No class difference 40 to 60 cents depending
on distance travelled, full distance 0.8 miles in Hong Kong island.
Buses in urban areas. No class difference, 10 cents for
the first fare section of approximately one mile, 20 cents for
more than one fare section up to 7.5 miles on Kowloon routes.
In the Island, fares are based on an initial section of 10 cents,
with two additional sections producing a maxinum fare of 3 cents.
Buses to suburban areas. No class difference, 30 cents
to $1.10, depending on distance travelled 10 to 30 cents for
short trips within suburban areas.
Terries between urban areas. 20 or 25 cents first class,
10 cents "second" class maximum distance one to 2.5 miles.
Ferries to suburban areas. 50 cents to $x1.20 first class,
40 cents to $1.00"second" class, depending on distance travelled.
she above seated fares are the amount paid on Each separate
vehicle or ferry. It is important to bear in mind the distinction
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between such fares and the total cost of a complete journey. The
basic cash fares of 10 cents and 20 cents can be'regarded as quite
low in comparison with the United States (equi4valent of 1.75 cents
and 3.50 cents) or the United Kingdom (equivalent of 12d and 3d) .
But the multiple-mode journeys required between many points involve
a higher total cost.
WHOLESALE FARES
All public transport companies sell.monthly pass or tickets
for adults on all their urban services, but only on some suburhan
routes. Adult monthly tickets are valid for an unlimited number of
rides during the month, for any number of fare sections and in,ll
classes of accommodation. The cost of adult monthly tickets varies
somewhat between undertakings. It costs $18 on buses and trams,
$10 on the Star Perry, and $8 on the Yaumati Verry, Three-and
six-month tickets are sold by the Star Ferry for convenience, with-
out any further reduction in cost.
With the exception of Hong Kong Tramways, all other five major
public transport companies sell monthly student tickets for all urban
services. Those of bus companies cost $6, while those for both ferry
companies are sold for $4. Those of the Kowloon Motor Bus are good
for four rides per day except on Sundays.
COM 'WTS ON FARE STRUCTURE
Although the bus services have section fares, there is only a
partial relationship between .fare and distance travelled. The
Kowloon Motor Bus urban basic fare of/i0 cents for the first section,
and 20- cents for all additional sections is in effect a flat fare with
a reduced short-journey rate, rather than a true zone fare. 28 the
28Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates, Hong Kong Mass
Transport Study (Hong Kong: The Government Press,1967). p.11.
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China Motor Bus fare rates. are more closely related to distance
travelled, but for several cases, the fare differentials are also re-
lated to type of terrain. The overlapping route pattern of the three
Hong Kong Tramways lines creates a rough distance-zoning for long
journeys, but such number is small in relation to the total. In
real sense, the company follows a flat fare rate which is unrelated
to either the length of the ride or the time of the day, The cross-
harbour ferries charge the same rage for all journeys, but the great-
est distance is only 2.5 miles. Suburban area ferry services are
generally more closely related to distance travelled.
To compare with the United States and the United Kingdom, the
fare structure of Hong Kong public transport companies are much more
stable and the fare rates are much lower. The maintenance (substantially
unchanged) of a fare sturcture established in 1946 is a major achieve-
ment of public transport companies in Hong Kong. The more important
fact is that such maintenance has been done without any direct or
indirect subsidy from Government. On the contrary, the companies
make substantial royalty and profit tax payments to the Government
while producing profits for their shareholders. Several favourable
factors make these results possible. The growing and increasingly
mobile population and a rapidly expanding economy are the primary
factors. The constriction of/the population and employment into a
compact land area is another important factor.
Almost all public transport companies face the problem of in-
creasing operating costs. The wages have been increased three or four
times for most companies since 1959. The increases in maintenance
expense for bus services and fuel costs for both bus and ferry ser-
vices are also important to the companies. 29 In addition, the gradual
inflation of Hong Kong economy has been true after the devaluation of
sterling and the Hong Kong dollar. Therefore, the future level of
fares will depend on how lung the companies can continue to absorb
29Based on survey through questionnaire returned by the companies.
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major increases in the aforementioned costs within the revenues
produced by the present fare schedules. In fact the Kowloon Miotor
Bus Company is facing a cross road of whether to raise its fare level.
The writer feels that the royalty should be reduced or completely
eliminated before considering an increase in fare level. furthermore,
as the urban area has expanded greatly in size in recent years, a
zone fare to supplement the standard cash fare for bus transportation
in Kowloon might prove worthwhile when. considering any adjustment
of fare level. A zone fare structure is an effort to relate the
fare charged to distance and, hence, to costs.3° . Zone fares require
the passenger to pay an additional charge per ride for each additional
zone entered. 1his practice of charging more for a longer ride than
for a shorter one is widespread in European transit systems, which
use a large number of zones. Generally speaking, to maintain a low
basic fare may encourage short-haul riding, for these are the passengers
who may turn to walk as a result of an overall increase in the stand-
ard fare applicable throughout the urban area.
SUMMARY
Rate-structure problems are more complex than problems of a
fair return. There is no theory of public utility rates for a
scientific method of reaching the optimum solution. Therefore, the
best method is a wise compromise of all relevant factors, so that the
undesirable effects of rates can be avoided or minimized. A good rate
structure should be able to promote all use of utility services that
is economically justified in term of costs incurred and benefit received.
The 1968 electricity tariffs of China Light Power.
and Hong Kong -6lectric had, indeed, a prejudice against smaller con-
sumers because such consumers can not be benefited from the discount
system. Though the introduction of single-meter tariff IN 2969 by
30Paul J. Garfield, and Wallace F. Lovejoy, Public Utility
Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964)p.24
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Hong Kong Electric has improved this matter, further improvement
is need. For example, in order to encourge middle-income group to
modernize their homes, the domestic power rate shoulcIbe set as low
as economically justified.from the viewpoint of public interest. .
With the exception of Star Ferry, public transport fares have
not substantially changed for 20 years. The fare structures are only
a partial relationship between fares and distance travelled. In
recent years, some public transport companies have faced a difficul-
ty of maintaining their profit level as operating costs have increased
gradually. The writer feels that the royalty should be reduced or
eliminated before considering any increase in fare charges. Further-
more, as urban area has expanded greatly in Kowloon Peninsula, a zone
fare to supplement the standard cash fare for bus transportation is
worthwhile, so that thefare charged will be related to the distance
travelled and to costs.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND COIfl TNTS
Public utility companies supply a service which is indispen-
sable to modern living. In order to carry out their services at
greatest efficiency -- to avoid the costly duplication of facilities
and to achieve the economies of scale, they usually operate as
monopolies. It has long been recognized that it is in the public
interest to authorize only one public utility the exclusive
right to supply one or more services t oa particular market. How
could the public achieve the benefits of/lower-average-cost
monopoly production of utility services without being forced to
pay the prices that these monopolies could command for their
indispenaable services? The choice lays between public ownership
and public regulation of investor-owned public utilities. The
Hong Kong Government prefers the latter rather than the former.
The view of nationalizing the electricity utility recoimended by
the 1959 Electricity Supply Companies Commission was rejected by
the Government. Instead, a control within the framework of private
ownership was approved in 1964.
The general pattern of Government control over telephone
and public transport companies is by way of ordinance or licence
conferring exclusive rights to perform a service. In holding such
a grant, the company is required to pay a considerable amount of
royalty. In the cases of electricity companies, though they hold
an exclusive franchise, they pay no royalty.. The gas company
is free from any regulatory control, It operates as a pure commer-
cial company. Due to these wide variations of regulatyory control
upon each company, the rate of return also varies graatly between
companies. The writer feels that it may be unfair to have unusually
wide variations in rate of return between companies, especially
when they supply the same type of utility services.
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The privately conducted public utility companies have grown
rapidly since 1953. The major reasons for such growth are the
increasing population and the general economic expansion. Because
of economic grwoth, living standards continue to rise, the demand
for utility services increases in turn. The utility companies
have expanded greatly to meet these increases. Though all privately
conducted utility companies in Hong Kong are organized as public
corporations and their shares are listed in the Stock Exchange,
a majority of them did not use the stockmarket to generate funds
for expansion. Instead, they use self-financing by retaining
part of the profit in the company. When retained earnings become
large in amount, a bonus issue will be declared by capitalizing all
or part of such amount. This procedure is justified for a utility
company only when such company earns no excess profit, so that the
money reinvested in the firm represents part of shareholders'
reasonable return. Some utility companies had been able tc- maintain
earnings at a high rate in relation to issued capital and enable to
pay dividend per share on the new total capital to be maintained,
at or near the rate of dividend paid for the capital amount before
such bonus issue. 't' his must mean that the company overcharge the
service users.
Some utility companies argue that, because of the small size
of the stock market, outside finance of considerable amount is
not available. But there isno conclusive evidence to prove this
point, there are examples of successful issues by commercial firms.
In some public transport companies, a great majority of share interests
is held by a few founders who are the top management of theecompanies.
Since only.25% of the share interests are offered to the public,
the management concern more about their own benefit rather than
the public benefits. They feel reluctant to generate capital
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from the market because they fear of losing control of the company
They maintain a lower payout percentage which results a lower dividend
yiild for their shares. Their shares would have been more attractive
if they run a higher payout percentage because share market price
reflects the dividend paid to a certain degree.
There has been a trend that the rate of return ofutili ty compan-
ies drop slowly in recent years because of theincreased labour and
materials costs. Due to the unusual high return in earlier years,
most of them still earn a generous profit. Some of them even earn
a return much higher than the expected average return of 16.5%
for a commercial firm in low-risk business. For the period 1959-67,
the average rate of return ofeach utility company varied in the range
of 1O.4% to 24.7%. At the same period, about 60% of the well-estab-
lished listed firms had an average rate of return below 15o and
few companies had a rate of return more than 20%. The three cases
which had been thoroughly investigated by the Government authority
are permitted to have a return :.in the range of 11o to 14FIo. Utility
companies do not run commercial risks of bad debts and of keen mar-
ket competition. Their returns are statutory allowed at a reasonable
level. The problem is to define the upper limit of their reasonable
return. This, however,- tie Government failed to do so for each utility
company except for the three discussed earlier. The result is that
the range of rate of return between companies becomes unusually
wide. Some of them have a rate of return more than twice that of
others. Obviously, such a situation is unfair between different
companies. To remedy this weakness, some scheme of effective control
would be necessary in order to protect the public interest and to
be fair to the shareholders of different compankes.
The effective scheme of control should include the approval
of changes in rate structure for each utility company. A sound
rate structure should be able to* discourage the wasteful use of
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utility services while promoting all use that is economically justi-
fied in view of the relationship between costs incurred and benefits
received by the public. Thus, in considering the distribution of
total revenue requirements fairly among the beneficiaries of the
service, the optimum use of the existing capacity to benefit the
public should be considered a more important objective than the fair-
cost-apprortionment objective. The company usually prefers simple
method for assessing the required revenue, which may be against the
optimum use of capacity objective. A third party therefore should
play the role of evaluating the soundness of the rate structure before
making any approval.
In considering the circumstances of the public utility in Hong
Kong, it is indeed imperative that measures should be taken to ensure
that the rights of the consumer be protected. The problem is to
determine the type of protective measures. One solution is to remove
the competing interest of equity shareholders altogether, so that
the companies providing the utility services can concentrate exclu-
sively on serving the interest of consumers. Inshort, the companies
be acquired and handed over to public ownership. This approach was
rejected by the Government in 1959 , and at present they see no reason
to change their view.1 In addition, it is difficult to carry out ,
because most of the companies hold a long-term franchise agreement.
Another logical solution, therefore, is to enforce public re-
gulation on the investor-owned public utilities. The purpose of
this regulation is to balance the interests fairly between the
shareholders and the service users. In other words, to achieve the
results whichunder the conditions of competitive market would have
been available. With minor exceptions, the present pattern of conti
over most public utility companies has been inadequate and lack of
uniformity. The bad effect of such control pattern is reflected in
some public transport companies.
1Business Editor, "No Government Qbjection to Power Tariff,"
South China Morning Post, Feb. 23, 1969.
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PUBLIC UTILITY COMMTSSION
To improve the present situation, it is not unreasonable
to established a Public Utility Commission to supervise all public
utilities in Hohg Kong. "lthough there are some forms of control
over some utility companies at present, such control needs to be
strengthen and extended to other utility companies.
The power of the commission will include the approval of
any change for the service provided by each company. The control
must be effectively applied. If any application is approved
without a thorough examination, the control is not effective.
Since it is from the charges for the service it provides that
the company derives its income, any changes in these charges
obviously affect the level of that income. It is, therefore,
quite clear that, in considering any proposal for a variation
in charges, the commission has to fulfill. its duty to inquire
into the case. In other words, the commission must conduct a
comprehensive examination of the company's financial and related
operation policy in order to be ablefto arrive at a level of
charges which it is prepared to approve, so that the public
benefits and the shareholders' interests are properly balanced.
The purpose of having a commission is to secure an efficient,
adequate, and economical public utility system in Hong Kong. No
member of the commission is to ave any financial or other interests
in any utility company that would prejudice him in performing his
functions. The commission should be given the right to supervise
and to advise all public utilities, to engage in research, and
to review the performance of each utility company regularly.
The present advisory committees will be eliminated as soon
as the commission has been established. All kinds of inquires
into the public utilities will be carried out by the commission
in order to minimize all possible biases. Different commission
of inquiry for different utility/cases would cause more biases,
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because each commission has its own criteria and approach for
judgement. Such criteria surely would reflect, from commission
to commission, the particular concepts or biases the dominant
members of the commission bring to their jobs.
UNIFORM ACCOti1TIN G SYSTEIiIS
In order to carry 'out the control more effectively, uniform
accounting methods and account classificationsshoui.d be used as
far as possible. At present, for example, the depreciation
methods used by each utility] ompany are different, some of them
eploy the depreciation rates for a tax purpose to asses their
own financial position others set the period of franchise ex-
pirationc--.as the life of assets and apply a higher depreciation
rate in order to write off the value of the assets altogether
at the end of the concession. Neither of these methods is
proper for assessing the company's real financial position
for rate mating: depreciation allowed for tax purpose includes
some incentive to investment by making high allowances for the
assets employed in early years, and the period of franchise
expiration should not be regarded as the life of the assets
for depreciation purpose,otherwise the depreciation rate would
be inflated.
The most essential characteristic of accounts should be
their comparability from year to year, and from utility to
utility. In these respects, results of operation may be com-
pared effectively not only for the same company over time but
also for different companies. Accounting control is basic to
an efficient control of an undertaking. Therefore the commission
should help through advice and assistance in the installation
of uniform accounting systems for each utility company. With the
standardized accounts, the compilation of true financial history
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of utility companies will be possible, so that some light of the
operating efficiency between comanies may be available by a
conipaiatiJe study.
AN OPINION TOWARDS ROYALTY
In conferring exclusove franchise to a public utility
company, the Government usually recluires the company to pay a
royalty which varies from 3% to 20% of gross receipts. The
writer sees no reason for such a wide variation, and finds it
"difficult to support the impost of a royalty on a public
uttllity."2 The imposition of a royalty muast wean an additional
tax assessed from the utility. Such additienal tax,
in turn, must have the effect of raosing the charge of utility
services to the service users. It 1s widely accentde that
the objective of the pub1ic undlretakings is to provide service
at the lowest pocsible charge to benefit the public consistent
With its maliltaining a fair to shareholders. Any extra
burden such as royalty should not be imposed upon any utility
company unless in some special condition, because such
imposition would prejudice this objective. For example, in
some public transport Services, the units, of small change
makc it not possible to reduce fares any further though some
overcharge has boon evidence, so that the Coverililent takes
away the excessive profit by assessing a rroytalty. In the
Hong Kong circumstance, the utility undertakings should only
have to pay the taxation payable by ordinary Commercia1 firm.
Therefore the writer feels that any utility company facing
the real problem of maintaining its profit at a reasonable
level should have the royalty reduced or compltely eliminated
before it considers any incarease in its rate schedules.
2Electricity Supply Conlraission Rrport 1959 (H.K.:The
Government Press, 1959) , p. 26.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
There are two forms of controlling public utility, public
ownership, and public regulation of investor-owned utilities. The
Hong Kong Government prefers the latter one. But the general
pattern of control is not adequate, the Government even failed
to define the upper limit of rate of return for each of the
utility companies. As a result, the rate of return varies greatly
between companies. To ensure the interest of the public and share-
holders is properly balanced, a third par-by should pay the role
of evaluating the performance of each utility company regularly.
Therefore, a Public Utility Commission is properly needed. This
Commission will be responsible to set up all effective control scheme
for public utilities and bring the rate of return of utility core--
panics to the approximate range of 10% to 14% on net book assets.
Due to the increased operating -costs, some of the utility
companies face a difficulty of maintaining their profit level. At
the same time, they pay a substantially large amount of profit to
the Government as royalty, particularly the bus companies. In
order to secure the benefit of the public as well as the shayrenoldors,
should have the royalty duced or elir. inat d before -laying any
consideration of an increase in charges.
The writer appreciates the improvement of single-metor
tariffs introduced by the Hong Kong Electric Company, but the
tariff could be better designed to benefit domestic consumers,
especially the domestic power consumers, by lowering the appropriate
block rate to stimulate the family modernization of middle--income
group. The China Light & Power bulk supply policy is to "subsidize"
industry, but such policy is not a proper way to benefit industry.
In fact it is unfair to the consuming public. The bulk supply should
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be based on load factor, cost of service, and other relevant fact-
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Source: As made available by the Statistical Planning R.r Census
Department, Hong Kong Government, in its correspondence
of September 29,1967 to the Economic Research Centre of
The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 1967 and 1968 figures
taken from Hong Kong Annual Reports.
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APPENDIX II
PASSENGERS CARRIED BY THE FERR.TES, 1953-68
(Number of Passengers in Millions)
Star Hongkong Total Index of Total
Year






1958 130.0 11736.3 93.7
1959 134.2 12137.0 97.2
1960 39.4 102.0 141.4 127
41.91961 106.8 148.7 134
46.61962 117.2 163.8 148
49.21963 127.0 176.2 159
1964 50,5 144.6 195.1 176
1965 155.5 210.0 18954.5
1966 161.2 217.5 19656.3
48,61967 158.5 207.1 187
1968 217.8166.851.0 196




BUSINESS VOLUME OF THE HONG KONG STOCK EXCHANGE
1953-1968
(Money Amounts in Millions of H.K. Dollars)
Year Business Volume Index
(1953=100)
Link Index
1953 151 100 100
1954 252 167 167
1955 333 221 132
1956 211 140 63
1957 148 98 70
1958 150 99 101
1959 260 172 240
1960 876 580 244
1961 1,414 936 162
1962 701 464 50
1963 521 345 74
1964 748 495 144
1965 389 258 52
1966 350 232 90
1967 398 264 85
1968 944 625 317




I. Your company had a total nhmber of regular employees in
a• 1958 (approximate if desired)
b. 1965
c. 1967
2. Concerning the increase of operating-cost, please rank the
factors listed below in the order of their importance. For
example, if the Increases in wages rank highest, please
put a 111 in the box, if it ranks after two other factors,
put a 3 in the box. Please rank those factors Which are
applicable to your company.
a. Increases in wages
(1) Number of increases since 1958
(2) Rate of increase each time
b. Increases in maintenance expense
c. Increases in administrative expense
d. Increases in fuel cost
e. Others (please specify)
3. Your company's operi.tingcost changes and its condition in 1967:
a. Approximate indices for costs and revenue (approximate
cost figures instead of incices preferred, if desired):
Period Total operating-cost Depreciation Total gross revenue
1958 100 100 100
1962
1967
b. In 1967 the total operating-cost (including depreciation)
to to-tal gross revenue %(approx.)




4. The shareholders of your company are composed of
a. large investors (approx.)
b. median investors
c. small investors
5. The criteria in mind for designing tariff-rate or fare
structure in your company:
a. The related, "practical" attributed of simplicity and
feasibility of application.
b. Fairness of the specific rates in the apportionment
of total costs of services among the different consumers.
c. Effectiveness in yielding total revenue requirements
for a fair return on investment.
d. Stability of rates themselves, with minimum of unexpected
changes seriously adverse to existing customers.
e. Others (please specify)




7. The dividend policy followed by your company:
a. To maintain a regular cash dividend.
b. To maintain a relatively stable cash dividend per shares.






d. Others (please specify)
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8. In your opinion, does the stock market pricd reflect the
dividend rate paid
Yes No
9. Do you wish the Hong long Government to do something for
your company?
Yes No
If yes, in what way? (Please give your comments)
10. In_ your opinion, what made the management of most of Hong Kong
public utility companies decide not to use corporation bond
or debenture as part of their capital structure.
a. Shareholders' objection
b. Inconvenience to the management
c. Difficult to market bond in Hong Kong.
d. Special political relation with Mainland China
e. Others (please specify
11. Would you allow me to have a short interview for the purpose
of getting further information from you?
Yes No
If yes, please write the name of the person I should contact
in here
12. Please give me a copy of each of the folln-ving, if available,
for reference purpose:
a. Tariffs or fares table
b. Regulation for. s6rvice charges
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香 港 公 共 事 業 之 股 息 政 策 與 利 潤 率 之 檢 討
王 啟 安
一 九 六 九 年 六 月 十 七 日
1香 港 公 共 事 業 股 息 政 策 與 利 潤 率 之 檢 討
王 啟 安
香 港 政 府 一 向 採 取 放 任 經 濟 政 策 ， 因 此 除 了 食 水 之 供 应
。 香 港 廣 播 電 台 ， 郵 政 局 以 及 九 廣 铁 路 外 ， 其 他 各 公 共
事 業 皆 為 擁 有 專 利 權 之 私 營 企 業 。 戰 後 由 於 經 濟 發 展 與 人
口 之 增 加 ， 使 這 些 企 業 迅 速 擴 展 。 惟 各 私 營 公 共 事 業 之 收
費 率 在 过 去 二 十 年 來 大 致 維 持 不 变 ， 直 至 現 在 有 些 公 共 事
業 公 司 開 始 对 於 維 持 已 往 的 利 润 水 準 感 到 困 難 ， 這 大 概 是
由 於 營 業 費 用 不 断 上 漲 之 結 果 。 本 文 旨 在 对 私 營 公 共 事 業
之 股 息 政 策 与 利 润 率 作 初 步 之 檢 討 。
2公 告 事 業 乃 是 関 係 公 眾 利 益 的 事 業 。 故 通 常 享 有 專 利
權 並 負 有 為 大 眾 忠 诚 服 務 之 責 任 。 具 所 供 应 之 服 務 多 為 日
常 生 活 的 不 可 少 者 ， 為 使 大 眾 利 益 得 到 保 証 ， 政 府 訂 立 條
例 对 □ 种 企 業 加 以 管 制 ； 使 其 不 能 利 用 独 佔 營 業 之 方 便 來
獲 取 高 □ 利 润 以 加 重 大 眾 之 負 担 ， 同 時 須 对 大 眾 提 供 滿 意
的 服 務 。
香 港 私 營 公 共 企 業 之 股 票 在 香 港 股 票 交 易 數 字 中 佔 重
要 的 地 位 ， 过 去 十 年 來 ， 其 股 本 總 值 約 佔 所 有 上 場 公 司 總
股 本 之 三 分 之 一 ， 私 營 公 共 企 業 之 股 本 平 均 每 年 增 加 百 分
之 十 三 . 四 ， 而 所 有 上 場 公 司 則 為 百 分 之 十 二 . 四 。 可 見
3其 業 務 擴 展 之 速 ， 但 其 集 資 辦 法 多 樣 取 內 部 集 資 ， 即 將 □
存 之 □ 餘 加 以 資 本 化 ， 同 時 派 發 紅 股 給 各 股 東 。 作 者 以 為
对 公 告 企 業 而 言 。 這 种 辦 法 只 有 在 各 該 公 司 之 利 润 率 经 过
研 究 認 為 会 理 方 可 实 行 之 ， 而 本 港 各 私 營 公 告 事 業 间 利 润
率 差 異 之 大 顯 示 有 些 公 司 之 利 润 不 能 谓 □ 合 理 。 实 际 上 ，
各 私 營 公 告 事 業 应 向 证 券 市 场 吸 收 新 资 本 以 擴 展 業 務 方 屬 合 理
。 綜 觀 过 去 十 年 來 各 公 司 在 股 票 市 場 發 行 新 证 券 之 经 验 。
顯 示 新 資 本 可 以 由 股 票 市 場 吸 收 以 应 服 務 之 擴 展 。 但 是 私
營 公 共 事 業 往 往 不 如 此 做 ， 這 是 因 為 多 數 股 本 仍 為 少 數 創
辦 者 所 持 有 ， 而 在 证 券 市 場 出 售 者 僅 佔 四 分 之 一 。 在 這 种
4情 形 下 ， 管 理 者 往 往 以 和 人 利 益 為 重 ， 大 眾 利 益 為 輕 。 □
亦 政 府 控 制 制 度 □ 建 全 之 所 致 。
私 營 公 共 企 業 多 保 持 每 期 分 股 穩 定 之 現 金 股 息 ， 因 為
管 理 人 認 為 股 票 市 价 乃 反 映 股 息 率 之 多 寡 。 以 統 計 相 同 □
數 測 驗 之 結 果 ， 证 明 其 所 採 之 股 息 政 策 乃 切 合 实 际 。 由 於
香 港 與 中 國 大 陸 之 關 係 不 明 ， 投 資 者 視 目 前 之 收 益 較 之 未
來 可 能 之 收 益 為 重 ； 同 時 股 票 多 為 小 股 东 所 特 有 ， 他 们 重
視 穩 定 之 收 入 而 对 价 格 投 機 不 感 興 趣 。
私 營 公 共 事 業 不 能 獲 得 合 理 之 利 润 則 不 能 供 应 使 公 眾
滿 意 之 服 務 ， 因 為 在 一 個 经 济 與 人 口 不 断 成 長 的 社 会 中 ，
5公 共 事 業 得 不 断 吸 收 新 資 本 來 擴 充 業 務 以 应 付 需 求 之 遞 增
。 投 資 者 具 有 選 擇 各 种 证 券 之 自 由 ， 所 以 私 營 公 告 事 業 之
利 润 率 若 不 能 與 其 他 商 業 公 司 相 較 ， 吸 收 新 資 本 將 較 困 难
。 因 此 私 營 公 共 企 業 之 利 润 率 必 須 接 近 或 等 於 具 有 相 似 風
險 之 商 業 公 司 之 利 润 率 。 由 於 公 共 事 業 乃 屬 独 佔 性 质 ， 其
利 润 率 不 能 由 自 由 競 爭 之 情 形 下 來 決 定 。 政 府 逐 訂 立 法 例
对 私 營 公 共 企 業 之 利 润 率 加 以 管 制 ， 使 股 东 與 大 眾 之 利 益
得 到 适 當 的 平 衡 ， 並 使 其 能 夠 在 營 業 上 保 持 信 用 ， 資 金 結
構 與 □ 转 上 保 持 健 全 。
在 独 佔 的 情 況 下 ， 股 東 與 大 眾 的 利 益 如 何 加 以 合 理 的
6平 衡 甚 為 複 雜 ， 且 □ 有 公 式 可 以 适 用 於 各 种 性 质 的 公 共 事
業 ， 所 以 衡 量 利 润 率 之 基 本 準 則 為 足 夠 吸 引 投 資 者 購 買 其
股 票 。 但 其 有 足 夠 的 利 润 率 以 便 吸 收 新 資 本 並 非 前 後 之 目
的 ， 乃 是 在 利 润 率 可 與 具 有 相 似 風 險 之 工 商 企 業 相 比 較 時
所 能 得 到 的 必 然 效 果 。
近 年 來 香 港 各 私 營 公 共 事 業 的 利 润 率 有 逐 漸 下 降 之 趨
勢 。 由 於 其 过 去 之 利 润 率 甚 高 故 現 在 仍 為 相 當 可 观 。 有 些
要 比 風 險 低 的 工 商 業 公 司 阶 期 望 的 利 润 率 高 得 多 。 依 統 計
在 过 去 十 年 中 ， 股 票 场 中 聲 譽 很 好 的 公 司 百 分 之 六 十 其 利
润 率 為 平 均 百 分 之 十 五 。 甚 少 公 司 具 有 百 分 二 十 以 上 的 利
7润 率 。 经 政 府 詳 細 研 究 後 而 訂 立 之 中 華 電 力 ， 香 港 電 話 以
及 天 星 小 □ 各 公 司 的 利 潤 率 □ 凈 資 產 的 百 分 之 十 一 至 十 四 的
範 圍 內 。 各 私 營 公 告 事 業 经 政 府 准 許 賺 取 合 理 之 利 润 。 其
營 業 風 險 其 低 。 沒 有 坏 帳 與 市 场 競 爭 之 風 險 。 作 者 以 為 香
港 各 私 營 公 共 企 業 之 利 润 率 应 加 以 有 效 之 管 制 使 其 在 百 分
之 十 至 十 四 以 內 ， 依 各 公 共 事 業 之 性 质 而 略 具 差 別 。 事 實
上 中 華 煤 氣 公 司 在 過 去 十 年 之 平 均 利 潤 率 為 百 分 之 十 . 四
而 已 。 這 公 司 不 受 政 府 管 制 。 同 時 與 各 石 油 公 司 所 供 应 之
石 油 氣 放 家 庭 应 用 競 爭 甚 烈 ， 可 代 表 競 爭 情 況 下 之 結 果 。
目 前 利 潤 率 最 低 者 為 各 士 □ 公 司 。 明 顯 地 □ 中 華 □ 七
凈 資 產 的
8公 司 □ □ 維 持 一 九 六 七 年 之 情 形 ， 則 為 維 護 股 東 及 大 眾 利
益 起 見 。 應 減 低 或 甚 至 取 消 專 利 稅 後 方 可 考 慮 調 整 收 費 率
， 其 率 利 稅 高 達 純 利 的 百 分 之 四 十 六 。 天 星 小 榆 公 司 □ □
保 留 紅 磡 到 中 环 的 航 線 ， 作 者 以 為 一 九 六 六 年 之 收 費 調 整
未 必 需 要 ， 因 為 自 從 □ 新 航 線 放 棄 後 ， 利 潤 率 迅 速 恢 復 即
將 超 過 政 府 之 規 定 。 至 於 九 龍 巴 士 公 司 ， 雖 然 政 府 於 一 九
六 九 年 五 日 主 佈 專 利 稅 減 少 百 分 之 五 ， 但 若 維 持 總 收 入 百
分 之 十 五 的 專 利 稅 而 考 慮 作 收 費 的 調 整 ， 仍 為 不 合 理 。 因
為 專 利 稅 依 □ 收 入 計 算 ， 对 一 切 費 用 的 增 加 將 由 公 司 負 担
。 而 巨 大 數 目 的 加 价 收 入 乃 用 於 友 付 政 府 的 專 利 稅 。 無 異
9於 替 政 府 向 來 客 加 徵 稅 款 。
決 定 了 合 理 的 利 潤 率 之 後 ， 如 何 將 獲 得 □ 利 潤 率 之 所
需 收 入 公 平 地 分 摊 到 各 乘 客 或 用 戶 負 担 ， 乃 是 一 個 更 複 雜
的 問 題 。 理 論 與 科 學 方 法 均 無 法 實 際 應 用 ， 惟 有 綜 合 各 有
関 的 因 素 加 上 經 驗 的 判 斷 ， 以 設 計 最 有 效 的 收 費 率 。 並 □ 場
會 服 務 供 应 之 經 濟 原 則 。 使 对 整 个 社 會 福 利 而 言 發 揮 了 最
大 的 效 用 ， 而 对 消 費 者 而 言 只 負 担 了 合 理 的 費 用 。 一 九 六
八 年 的 電 費 率 對 小 用 戶 不 利 ， 因 為 他 們 得 不 到 折 扣 之 利 益
， 香 港 電 灯 公 司 的 一 表 收 費 辦 法 雖 然 是 一 种 進 步 ， 但 对 家
庭 用 戶 之 收 費 制 度 仍 应 求 改 善 ， 同 時 工 業 方 量 用 □ 之 收 費
10
辦 法 也 應 加 以 統 一 制 度 化 。 公 共 交 通 收 費 率 ， 雖 二 十 年 來
大 致 不 变 ， 但 由 於 市 區 範 圍 之 不 断 擴 大 。 其 制 度 似 应 加 以
調 整 使 收 費 與 途 程 長 短 成 比 例 關 係 方 □ 合 理 。
香 港 政 府 無 意 將 公 共 事 業 歸 □ 公 營 。 其 政 策 乃 將 私 營
公 共 企 業 □ 以 管 制 ， 使 其 利 潤 率 能 夠 與 具 有 相 似 風 險 之 工
商 企 業 相 比 較 。 因 而 使 其 股 東 能 夠 得 到 合 理 的 報 酬 。 但 因
制 度 不 良 便 对 各 私 營 公 共 企 業 不 能 加 以 有 效 的 控 制 ， 其 弊
端 可 見 於 公 共 交 通 企 業 之 不 能 提 供 滿 意 之 服 務 。 為 了 改 善
目 前 情 況 ， 作 者 以 為 成 立 一 個 公 共 事 業 管 制 委 员 会 乃 屬 必
須 。 其 工 作 应 包 括 監 督 各 公 共 企 業 之 服 務 範 圍 ， 利 潤 率 及
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收 費 制 度 。 同 時 從 事 各 項 研 究 工 作 以 改 進 各 公 共 企 業 的 經
營 效 率 與 發 展 計 劃 。 為 使 首 制 工 作 有 效 地 達 成 ， 各 私 營 公
共 企 業 應 受 該 委 員 會 之 指 導 設 計 統 一 的 會 計 制 度 。 使 各 年
與 各 公 司 間 之 財 務 資 料 可 以 互 相 比 較 檢 討 。
— 完 —


